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Fysici die een wetenschappelijke carrière willen maken,
dienen niet alleen op vaste banen te solliciteren.

XI
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}]•. CHAPTER 1
r INTRODUCTION

; I 1,1. Introduction.

i' In the Rare Earths, characterized by an electron con-

figuration [Xe] 4fn 5s 6d where 0^n614, there is a

>:' strong tendency towards empty, half filled and filled

electron shells. For the elements having a configuration

\A close to these states - cerium, europium,samarium and
5 ' ytterbium - the energy difference betwBen the two con-

figurations is small and under certain circumstances

'•.. transitions from one configuration to another can take

place. In this work we will deal with the properties

of cerium and (to a lesser extent) of ytterbium.

Since a long time, cerium as a metal is known to

undergo several isostructural phase transitions under

influence of pressure or temperature (i.e. the y-*-CL,

a-»a' transitions). From a number of physical properties,

e.g. lattice parameter, magnetic susceptibility and

electrical resistivity, it can be inferred that the

electronic state of cerium is not the same in its a, (X

and y phases. The room temperature "Y phase can be de-

scribed as composed of nearly trivalent cerium ions,

\ having one 4f-electron, in a sea of (6s, 5d) conduction

x electrons. The valence is often defined on basis of

\ lattice parameter data and comparison of these with those

I of other Rare Earths (R.E.) or R.E.-compounds. Within

j£ this concept the valence of cerium changes from almost

W' 3 to a value intermediate between 3 and 4 during the

Mf: Y-»d phase transition, taking place uhen the temperature

f decreases or the pressure increases. Together with this

j* intermediate valence based on the lattice parameter, the

I a phase has an almost constant magnetic susceptibility,

\- a high density of states and other properties pointing

j" to a narrow 4f-band, whereas y cerium exhibits

9



Curie-Ueiss paramagnetism caused by a localized 4f level.

Depending on the model describing these properties, cerium

is often referred to as exhibiting mixed valence, inter-

mediate ualence, valence instabilities or intercun-

figurational fluctuations.

One of the ways to influence the transition and the

properties of cerium is alloying. In this uay for in-

stance the transition temperature can be changed and the

transition can be made more gradual. Therefore ws have

investigated a number of cerium (and ytterbium) based

intermetallic compounds and alloys.

As up to nou there is no adequate theory to describe

all features of intermediate valence compounds, it is

very useful to dn systematic research to investigate

under uhich conditions a substance exhibits intermediate

valence, and uhich properties are really characteristic

for such compounds. In this frameuark also Kondo- and

dense Kondo-systems deserve attention, as their proper-

ties and the conditions under uhich the Kendo-effect

takes place, are related to intermediate valance.

Tuo important mechanisms are suggested to explain the

behaviour of cerium. The first is a promotion of the 4f

electron to the s-d conduction band, caused for instance

by hybridization or temperature. In the second the 4f

electrons form an itinerant f band, then being at the

high density side of a Matt transition. A short outline

of various models uill be given in chapter 2.

Ue have performed magnetic measurements as they may

offer direct information about the valence stata of

cerium (or ytterbium). Conduction electron properties

and in general lou temperature excitations wars investi-

gated by heat capacity and resistivity measurements.

After an outline of existing relevant theories (chap-

ter 2) and a description of the experimental equipment

10



(chapter 3), ue present the experimental results.

In Ce, Th alloys (chapter 4) for x < 0.264 a first
J_ ̂ A A

order isostructurai 7-»a phase transition is observed,

uhereas for larger x a more gradual transition between

the tuo states is found, as common for most intermediate

valence compounds, like for instance CeSn^. In the

Celn 5n7 system (chapter 5) the transition from inter-
A J^ A

mediate valence behaviour (CeSn,,) to trivalent behaviour

(Celn.,) is studied; here also the Kanda effect appears.

CeTl., (chapter 6) uas investigated as a supposed trivalent

compound, but its properties reveal that "simple" inter-

metallic compounds can present their own problems.

YbCuAl (chapter 7) is one of the mast striking examples

of intermediate valence systems; therefore it is also

included in this uork.
1.2. Nomenclature and units.

Throughout this uork ue shall mostly use the nomen-

clature recommended by the 5.LJ.N. Commission of the

International Union of Pure and Applied Physics

(S.U.N. 1978).

This implies, for example, that ue shall attribute

the uords "molar heat capacity" to the quantity heat

capacity per amount (1 mole) of substance. "Specific heat

capacity" uill be used uhen ue deal uith heat capacity

per unit of mass, uhereas the common name "specific heat'*

uill not be used.

Houever, in this uork the "magnetic field(strength)11 H,

to be expressed in A/m, is often urittsn as B and expressed

in tesla.

The quantities uill be given according to the Inter-

national System of Units (S.I.), but in cases uhere other

Uliî S Sfe often used, also values in these units are given

td facilitate a comparison uith literature data.

For readers uho are not familiar uith the S.I. system

f:

11



me give the most relevant relations betueen the magnetic

Gaussian (c.g.s.) and S,I. units:

Magnetic field HQ s (Oe) * 4TC/1000 H3I (ft/m)

Magnetic induction Bc ,, (G) = 10
4 BSI (T)

Magnetic susceptibility X (emu/mol) =
COS

£ 106/4Tt XSI (m3/niol)

Magnetic moment (emu) £ 1D00 (Am )c (emu) 1D00 Ms

cgs cgs cgs
S.I. Bgi = M.Q (HSI + I*1SI), uhere \iQ = 4HX1CT

7 Us/Am.

In the c.g.s. system B = H + AKCl . uhereas in
cgs cgs cgs

)

?•,"

12



CHAPTER 2

AN OUTLINE OF RELEVANT THEORIES

Is:',

2.1. Introduction.

Normally in compounds rare earths behave as trivalent

ions: the 3 (6s,5d) electrons form a covalent or ionic

bond or are transferred to a conduction band, and a

[Xe] 4fn configuration remains.

For cerium this configuration uith n = 1 is mostly

found in non-metallic compounds. Its groundstate, deter-

mined by the Hund's rules, can be characterized by

3 = 5/2, uhich gives rise to a Curie-type susceptibility

uith an effective moment gV3 (3+1) \l B = 2.54 [ig. The next

spin-orbit multiplet, uith 3 = 7/2, lies at an energy

distance of about 3000 K (Lang 1936, Helluege et al. 1965)

and consequently it cannot aluays be neglected,

especially at higher temperatures. In a solid the 3 = 5/2

state can be split by a crystalline electrostatic field

into three doublets or a doublet and a quartet, depending

on the symmetry of the field.

Most of the properties of these trivalent ions can be

described in a rather straightforward uay. Houever, the

problems arise uhen the cerium atoms are bound together

to form a metal or a metallic compound.

2.2. Cerium in a metallic environment.

It is generally assumed that the 4f level in cerium

lies near the Fermi—level. Consequently interactions

between 4f and conduction electrons become important, and

in various models these interactions are assumed to cause

the intermediate valence behaviour.

For instance, in the theory of Anderson (1961), extended

by Coqblin and Blandin (1968), an interaction between

conduction electrons and the 4f level is assumed,

13



according to

H8f = I Vfk ( c;ackg + c+acfa ), (2.1)
K O

together uith an electrostatic Coulomb correlation U

between two 4f electrons on the same ion. \lf^ makes it

possible that conduction electrons are hopping on and off

the 4f shell.

The Anderson Hamiltonian gives rise to a density of

states for 4f electrons, nf(E). In the case of cerium

with a strong spin-orbit coupling and consequently a six-

fold degenerate F5/2 groundstate, one gets

F Tt A2 + (E-EfT

uhere A = TKlVf^l^ nc(E), Ef is the energy of the unper-

turbed 4f level and nc(E) is the unperturbed density of

states of the conduction electrons.

If the distance between Ef and the Fermi-level Ep is

small, np(Ep) will contribute significantly to the total

Fermi density of states. This gives rise to a large linear

|. coefficient Y in the heat capacity and a relatively even

5 higher constant susceptibility X(0) at lou temperatures

!;:i because its 4f part uill be enhanced by a factor

I ° = 1 - UnF(EF) (2-3)

P
y|j originating from correlation effects between 4f electrons

p; on the same ion. A sharp phase transition or a gradual

|'r transition can be obtained by including in the model a

sf dependence of E^ - Ep on temperature and pressure. Also

':/•-. the orbital degeneracy of the 4f level plays an important

|- role.

% Another mechanism for the interactions was suggested

' 14
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by Ramirez and Falicov (1971). They assume a (short-range)

Coulomb interaction between 4f electrons and conduction

electrons. Together uith a mixing entropy term, due to

the extra entropy of the 3 = 5/2 state uith respect to

the 3 = 0 state, this can give rise to a phase transition

as a function of pressure or temperature. The very narrow

energy level of the 4f electrons lies just above Ep, so

that a Curie-Ueiss susceptibility is obtained for the

lou temperature phase (by thermal population) in contra-

diction uith the experiments. By including hybridization

(Alascio et al. 1973, Goncalves da Silva and Falicov 1975)

the resulting susceptibility can be made temperature

independent, but then the lou temperature phase is de-

scribed by a density of states like (2.2), again.

All models mentioned above, are so-called promotion

models, because the 4f electrons can change (promote)

into (s,d) conduction electrons. Johansson (1974) on the

other hand, suggested a model in uhich the CL-*y transition

is treated as a Mott-transition of the 4f electrons,

where the 4f states become itinerant through a direct

interaction, if the effective intra-atomic Coulomb cor-

relation U is smaller than the effective bandwidth U.

This situation needs a screening of the ionic charge by

the (s,d) electrons. The model is strongly supported by

cohesive energy arguments and the similarity to the

actinides (see Johansson 1974). Furthermore, in all pro-

motion models it is assumed that the 4f level lies very

near to Ep (order: a feu tenths of one e\l), but XPS

experiments (e.g. Platau and Karlsson 1978) indicate

that in y cerium the (broad) 4f level is about 1.9 eV

belou Ep; this is not in contradiction uith the model

of Johansson. The model cannot explain the a-*a' transition

of cerium. Large values for y and x(^) a r e explained

by a high density of states like (2.2) caused by the

itinerant 4f electrons and a large exchange enhancement

'.<•'¥•

ht
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I:

from f-correlation effects.

A large y and x(^) c a n a l s o b e generated by the Kondo-

mechanism (Kondo 1964), described by the Hamiltonian ---•-

HK = rK e f f
(2.4)

uhere repf is an effective negative exchange interaction

between the local spin S and the conduction electron spin

tf giving rise (for T < T«) to an extra resonance at the-.

Fermi-level with a uidth A = kgT./. For higher temperatures

"the density of.- states (2.2) -is found, as the Kondo-Hamil-

tonian can be obtained from the Anderson-Hamiltonian

through the Schrieffer-Uolff transformation (Schrieffer

and Uolff 1966).

All of these models imply at low temperatures a large

density of states (like (2.2)), in agreement with the

experimentally found large values for y and x(0)«

2.3. Resistivity.

Because many of the experimental curves of the resis-

tivity as a function of temperature show negative slopes,

one is led to the Kondo-mechanism as a possible cause.

After Cojqblin and Schrieffer (1969) derived the

Schrieffer-Uolff transformation for cerium and ytterbium

ions, the Kondo effect for cerium could be handled in a

proper uay, uith a negative exchange scattering Teff.

Their Hamiltonian uas extended by Cornut and Coqblin (1972)

to include also crystalline electric field effects; they

treat the s-f mixing as a perturbation on the crystal

field levels.

For a cubic crystal field, where the six levels are

split into a doublet fy and a quartet fg uith an energy-

distance A ^ p , it is possible to find tuo temperature

regions, uhere the resistivity shous a logarithmic beha-

viour. At lou temperatures (T«ACE-p) the Kondo temperature

16
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'I i

is found corresponding to the crystal field groundstate,

uhile the high temperature limit ( T » A Q ^ P ) gives the --

Kondo temperature corresponding to the uhole multiplet.

In between, at about T = A^jrp, a maximum in the resistivity

can be found. An example of- a theoretical curve is shown

in fig. 2-1. 0 .' '-/ \;. .. . _.--..; ,'_". •-•..,.. ., . , :

Uith this theory, Cornut; and Coqblin (1972)-uere able

to-describe quite:satisfactorily resistivity measurements

on CeAl2 and CeAl3» We uillvapply it to our- results on

the CeInxSn3_x and Ce^_xLa><In3" systems.

t

Fig. 2-1. A typical resistivity curve for cerium
ions, resulting from the theory of Cornut and
Coqblin (1972) , uith a doublet groundstate and
A C E F = 85 K.

17



••".-.---••_•"• • - ' - " C H A P T E R 3

. ^ .EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT FOR THE

'. HEAT CAPACITY MEASUREMENTS •

i

: 3 . 1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n . : : . - ; •-,-•-.

The d e f i n i t i o n o f the hea t capac i ty . -C x ~y

s t a n t parameters x , y , , . . i s - - . , - • _ -

at

_/TdQ] _. .
:X,y,... " |_dTJx,y,.,. * (3.1)

In almost, all experimental- methods the heat capacity

at constant pressure, CD, is measured, uhereas Cy results

from most theories. Fortunately, for solids the difference

between Cp and Cy at low temperatures is negligible (Gopal

1966), so that in this work C shall be used far both Cp

and C\j.

There are several methods for measuring the heat

capacity of a metal (e.g. Unite 1959, Sullivan and Seidel

1968, Jones et al. 1973, Marx 197B) of which ue used the

adiabatic technique because of the high accuracy of this

method and 4he experience with this method in the Natuur-

kundig Laboratorium (de Dood 1973).

In the adiabatic method a known quantity of heat, Aq,

is supplied to a sample, initially at temperature T and

thermally isolated from its surroundings, resulting in

a rise of temperature, AT, of the sample. The average

heat capacity C assigned to the mean temperature T,

T = T + iAT, is given by

c = (3.2)

If AT/T is small, C is almost equal to C. For a normal

metal for uhich C = yl + £T3 holds, C differs less than

0.1 % from C uhen AT/T < 6 %._ Uith this in principle
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very straightforuard method a high absolute accuracy can

be achieved, provided there is good thermal isolation

between sample and bath (for measurements above ~4D K

a thermal radiation shield is needed). For this method

(bulk) samples uith a typical weight of 5 - 20 g are

required.

In the first part of this chapter the heat capacity

apparatus is described. The thermometry is treated in

the next part, after which a description is given of the

measuring procedure. The chapter is concluded uith the

results of measurements on pure copper, uhich uere per-

formed as a test for the entire system.

5.2. Heat capacity apparatus.

3.2.1. Cryogenic apparatus, magnet system.

The magnet- and dewarsystem is supplied by Thor

Cryogenics Ltd.; the lower part of it is shoun schema-

tically in fig. 3-1.

The calorimeter (l) is placed in the sample space (2)

which can be cooled in two ways. The small liquid helium

reservoir (3) can be filled with liquid helium from the

main reservoir (4) through a needle-valve (5), after

which cold gas can be pumped (6) from this reservoir

through the sample space. The lowest temperature reached

in this way is about 1.5 K. In most cases however, lower

temperatures are needed. The small liquid helium reservoir

then can be overfilled, so that also liquid helium comes

into the sample space, in which way temperatures down

to 1.2 K can be achieved.

The magnet (7) is situated in the main liquid helium

reservoir. It consists of a coil, wound from filamentary

niobium-titanium superconductor. The highest field is

5.0 T, obtained with a current of 56.9 A. The field is

homogeneous within 0.2 % of the central field over a

cylinder with a diameter of 20 mm and a length of 50 mm.

19



vacuum

vacuum
l=calorimeter

2=sample space

3=small liquid

helium

reservoir

4=main liquid

helium

reservoir

5=needie-valve

6=pump

7=magnet

B=superconducting

switch

Fig. 3-1. The lower part of the magnet- and deuar-
system
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j In all experiments the sample, the sample holder and the

i thermometer were completely within this cylinder. The

i? homogeneity and field strength were checked by means of

I a Hall generator (Siemens InAs axial field probe SBV 552),

{' During measurements of the heat capacity in a magnetic

j field we always used the magnet in persistent mode, by

i" means of a superconducting switch (B), to be sure that

no current fluctuations would cause extra heating of the

•; sample or cause serious errors in the thermometry.

\-
V 3.2.2. Calorimeter.
'-?<•

.•> The calorimeter which has been used for the measure-

; ments without and with applied magnetic field, is shown

;", in fig. 3-2.

As the measurements were all made within the temperature

range between 1.2 K and 40 K, no extra thermal shield

was needed between the sample and the vacuum can, which

was kept always at 1.2 K or at 4.2 K.

The sample (l) is clamped between two parts of the

copper sample holder (2,3) by means of a spring (4) loaded

nut. In order to improve the heat conduction between

sample and sample holder in some cases GE varnish or

Apiezon N grease was applied, of which the heat capacity

could be neglected with respect to that of the sample.

The upper part of the sample holder contains the heater

coil (5) and the clamping post (6) for the heat switch.

The heater has been wound bifilarly from insulated man-

ganin uire uith a diameter of D.D6 mm and has a resis-

tance of about 2 kfi . The germanium resistance thermo-

meter (7) is attached to the lower part of the sample

holder. Because 80 % of the thermal path to the sensor

is through the leads (Lake Shore 1974), these are con-

nected to copper wires which are thermally anchored on

the sample holder. The sample and the sample holder are

suspended from a brass frame (a) by 8 nylon threads (9)

and specially shaped nuts (15).
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l=sample

2-3=sample holder

4=spring

5=heater

6=clamping-post for

heat-switch

7=thermometer

8=frame

9=nylon threads

10-12=heat-suitch

13=rod

14=vacuum can

15=special nuts

16=vacuum feed-through

17=radiation shields

18=tube

Fig. 3-2. The calorimeter.
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j'-\ The mechanical heat suitch (10-12) is of the plier

it\. type. It is made partly of stainless steel (11) to 1 jer

v :: the heat conduction from mowing parts to the sample hol-

i-f der, partly of copper (10). The copper parts are connected

[i{ to the bath by means of copper cooling uires (12). The

(. suitch is operated manually from the tcp of the cryostat

V, by screwing the rod (13) up or doun, respectively closing

:" or opening the suitch. Vacuum is preserved by 0-rings

-; ana a bellous. The clamping post for the heat suitch

A is spherically shaped, resulting in very small frictional

' t heating. The heating of the sample and sample holder by

opening the suitch depends on the accuracy uith uhich

the system is suspended and on the manner in uhich the

:;; suitch is operated, but in most cases heating did not

exceed a feu mK.

All electrical leads to heater and thermometer uere

made from cotton insulated constantan uires uith a dia-

meter of Q.Q6 mm, having typical resistance values of

65 Q. For convenience and for mechanical strength these

50 cm long uires are uound, four together, around a

nylon thread. In this uay ue obtained only tu'o, instead

of eight, handy and strong uires of 20 cm. The electrical

•" . leads are thermally anchored on the upper part of the

calorimeter before they are connected to the epibond

vacuum feed-through (16).

i The calorimeter is situated in a brass vacuum can (14),

I- uhich is soldered to the upper part by Uoods metal. The

\r uhole system is connected to the top of the cryastat

W' °y m e a n s °f a stainless steel tube (18) in uhich radia-

|\: tion shields (17) are situated.

E 3.3. Thermometry.
t,
jF,

A, 3.3.1. Introduction.

I Because of their outstanding stability ue used ger-

"̂  manium resistance thermometers for the thermometry. Their

r . ' 23
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use is quite common in experiments in zero magnetic field,

but uhen measurements are made in magnetic fields, in most

cases other types of themame'ters are used, e..g. glass-

ceramic capacitance thermometers, carbon and carbon-glass

resistors, diodes and thermocouples (see for a summary

Sample and Rubin 1977).

Among them the carbon and the carbon-glass thermometers

are the most sensitive and accurate temperature sensors. -.•

In general their R-T relation can easily be describad ;

-and they exhibit a small, orientation independent andvi

reproducible magnetoresistance (Neuringer and Shapira "-

1969, Sample et al. 1974, Sample and Neuringer 1974).

Houever, there is a poor reproducibility of the resis-

tance as a function of temperature after thermal cycling

to room temperature, so that for each run the thermometer

has to be calibrated on a feu points.

No magnetic field dependence at all is found uith

strontium-titanate capacitance thermometers up to very

high magnetic fields (Rubin and Lawless 1971). Unfortunate-

ly these thermometers are very irreproducible on thermal

cycling (temperature readings can differ 0.2 K) and ex-

hibit a drift of capacitance uith time and instabilities

due to helium absorption'or after application of a large

voltage (Lauless 1975, Suensdn 1977). Therefore they can

only be used as null-detector or comparison thermometer,

in uhich case they can maintain the temperature constant

uithin 0.1 or 0.2 mK (Suenson 1977).

Diodes and thermocouples are quite useful for many

types of measurements in a magnetic field (Sample et al.

1974, Sample and Rubin 1977) but their accuracy and

sensitivity are too small for accurate heat capacity

measurements.

For measurements uithout a magnetic field germanium

thermometers ar<D the most commonly used temperature

sensors because of their high reproducibility, high
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sensitivity and stability in time. The difficult non-

analytical R-T behaviour is the greatest disadvantage

when they are used to measure small temperature differen-

ces, as they are in heat capacity measurements.

In general germanium thermometers are not recommended

for use in a magnetic field. They show a large magneto-

resistance, which is also orientation dependent (Neuringer

et al. 1971). Still, we used germanium thermometers in

our heat capacity measurements also in magnetic fields.

The problem of the non-analytical R-T behaviour has been

overcome by the SMOOTHl procedure (see 3.3.4.).

The problem of the large magnetoresistance could be

solved by a somewhat lengthy calibration procedure (section

3.3.2.), in which the thermometer was calibrated in fields

of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 T. After this we again applied the

SMOOTHl procedure to obtain functions of T(R) for each

magnetic field. The accuracy of our absolute temperature

measurement becomes slightly less in the highest fields,

because the magnetic field can not be exactly the same

for each measurement, but the accuracy in the difference

between two temperatures is not influenced. As the germa- ;;

nium thermometer was always kept with the current parallel i;

] to the magnetic field direction during the calibration ;.ft

?P: and during the heat capacity measurements, problems with ;••«

i;j orientation dependence were avoided. Moreover, these are - ;;

:/•] expected to be small in fields up to 5 T (Neuringer et S

=•;; al. 1971). During the several calibration runs the sta- ,.;§

£'ij bility after thermal cycling of the germanium thermometer 2i' ""' ' $?'

fe turned out to be excellent (within a few tenths of a mK), -%J

Sf-: also in magnetic fields. ";&
% |
yV-" i-' 3

f:. 3.3.2. Calibration. "-If

i The germanium thermometer (Cryocal CR 1000) was cali- '"

I brated in zero field against a secondary standard themo- ^ E'

|". meter, which had been carefully calibrated in the *?:•

^ ' . I'
' 25 ' r
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Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratarium in Leiden against the
G d T / \ and the IPTS-6B scales (Besley and Kemp 1977)

m (,I) _ . - ,
between 1 K and 1QQ K. •-"'.--

For calibration in a magnetic field the germanium —-.-—-.-

thermometer uas put into a hole in a copper block, ther-

mally anchored to it. The temperature of the block could

be controlled uith a capacitance thermometer (Lake Shore __._._

CS-4 0 0 ) . The capacitance of this ther-mometer is independent

on magnetic fields up to 14 T (Rubin and Lawless 1971); :

the thermometer uas used together uith a cryogenic capa-

citance temperature controller-(Lake Shore CSC-400)-to

keep the temperature "of.ther block constant, uhile increasing

or decreasing the magnetic field. At any 'given temperature,

measurements in 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 T uere made, followed

by another zero field measurement. The uhole procedure

for one temperature took 10-15 min., during which the

temperature changed less than 1 mK for temperatures belou

5 K and somewhat more for temperatures above 5 K. Ue could

not allow the time for one calibration to be longer be-

cause of the drift of glass-ceramic capacitance sensors

with time, reported by Lawless (1975) and Swenson (1977).

Indeed we also observed a drift of our capacitance sensors.

Immediately after immersing the sensor in liquid nitrogen

or liquid helium, there always was a large"drift up to

100 pF/h (1 pF § 5 m K ) . After a few hours the drift uas

reduced to 2 pF/h and after a day the drift amou

only 1 pF/h or less.

To give an idea of the dependence of the resistance of

germanium thermometers on the magnetic field, we have

plotted in fig. 3-3 R(B)/R(O) against B for three

temperatures.

3.3.3. The R-T relation.

As already mentioned, one of the major problems of

germanium thermometers is the complex non-analytical R(T)

•"•?
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Fig. 3-3. The field dependence of the resistance of
a germanium thermometer for three different tempera-
tures. The zero-field resistance values are 10114 Q.
(1.32 K), 688 Q(4.62 K) and 24.5 fi(35.7 K).

function, so that the usual polynomial least-squares

method is inadequate for high accuracy interpolation. In

most cases interpolation is done by means of a high order

(n ~ 13) polynomial, uhich still introduces ripples in

the interpolation (Godratt et al. 1977). Such a polyno-

mial is also difficult to handle, because much computer

time is required to evaluate these polynomials. There-

fore a new interpolation method has been developed by

R. Gersdorf in our institute, uhich is called SP1OQTH1.

The major advantages are the smoothness of the inter-

polated R(T) function, i.e. the first derivative is a

continuous function over the whole relevant interval, and
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the fact that it needs very little computer time to com-

pute T from R. A short description of SMOOTHl, uhich .... -_.

has not been published, is given belou. For details, ue'-.

refer to the SC1OQTH manual, available at the Natuurkundig

Laboratorium (in Dutch). •-

3.3.4. SWOOTH1.

For a smooth functional relation betueen tub physical

quantities x and y »_y~ =_ F(x)~, uhich is given by a set of

calibration points uith.statistical errors, the procedure

SMOOTH! creates -an .interpolation .^function. -tlTh is-: function

is continuous and differentiable, and the errors in the

function values as uell as in the derivative are small;

moreover, y can be computed from x very fast.

Ue start uith the data points (xi,yi). The true func-

tion that describes the functional dependency of y on x,

if there uere no statistical measuring errors, is assumed

to be F(x). We suppose that the errors are only contained

in y; in general y^ 4 ^(xi).

On a small interval 1 uith p data points (x^,y^), F(x)

aluays can be approximated by a second order polynomial

f(x). If p is too small, statistical errors uill have

much influence since f(x) is determined from a feu measured

points, while if p is too large, certain characteristic

features of F(x) are lost. This implies that for a good

approximation an optimum p0 = po(x) has to be (and in

most cases can be) found uhich is as large as possible

uhile

Po

X* = £ .1 |f(xi) - F(xi)| (3.3)

is small. The length of the interval uith po data points

is l0 = lQ(x). Ue define lo(Xi) as the optimum interval

constructed around X^ uith the pQ data points uith x

nearestby to X^.
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A first interpolation table nou is constructed in the

fallowing uay. Starting uith the louest x-̂ -value uhich

ue call X]_, the quantities f^CX^) and la(Xi) are computed.

Then f2(x) ar|d -̂0(̂ 2) a r e computed far the next -x-value,

X 2 , u i t h .. = •••-••: ; : r • . . _ _ - . .

0.246 (3,4)

and so on until the largest Xi-value, X^, has been reached,

The factor 0.246^arises.lfrom -the/minimalization of the

errorjin "the derivative, -made furthers on:in- this .-"-SMOOTH!

procedure. All points (X^Yj^) = (Xk ,f (X̂ )̂) together form

the first interpolation table.

Nou a function yaux(x) is constructed uhich is dif-

ferentiable and uhich exactly goes through the first

interpolation table points, according to an elementary

smooth procedure. Ue compute a third order polynomial

yj<(x) uith the values Y^ and Yj<+^ in X^ and X^+^j respec-

tively, and of uhich furthermore the slope in X^ is given

by the slope of the parabola through (X^,_1,Y^_^) » (X^jY^)

and (X[<.+̂  ,Yk+i), and the slope in X^+^ by the slope of

the parabola through (X^jY^), (x|<+i ̂ Ŷ .̂̂ ) and

The function Y|<(x) is used only betueen X^ and X|<+1.

All polynomials y^x) together give a continuous function

yaux(x) uhich is lx differentiable. It is in this stage

that minimalization of the error in the derivative leads

to the factor 0.246, used above in the construction of

the first interpolation table.

To get an easier to handle function a second and final

interpolation table is computed ui .h equidistant X; by

putting Y^ = yaux^i)* s o that from this interpolation

table the approximated value of F(x) can be derived from

the fpur X^-values uhich are nearestby x. Because of the

equidistancy of the X^-values this nou requires only a

feu multiplications.
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The final function which is created by SMQQTHl con-

sists of the final interpolation table and the 4-point

final interpolation multiplication formula. The whole

procedure is constructed in such a way that the errors

made by replacing f(x) by y(x) and by the final function

are much smaller than the minimalized error, made by

the approximation of F(x) by f(x).

An advantage of the SWDOTHl procedure over the familiar

cubic spline method is that large statistical errors do

not propagate to regions far removed from the data points

in which the errors occur.

Uith SC1OOTH1 a function was created to compute T f̂ om

R for a germanium thermometer. In this case the whole

procedure uses In T^ and In R^ as variables y- and x-,

respectively. To obtain the function* only once 3 seconds

CPU time - on the CDC-Cyber system of SARA (Stichting

Academisch Rekencentrum Amsterdam) - were needed, whereas

a computation of T from R with this function costs only

a feu Jls, so that these functions also can be used in

small computers. The relative accuracy of the temperature

is of the order of 0.D2 %. The error in the derivative

is smaller than 0.5 %.

3.4. Measuring system.

A block diagram of the measuring system is given in

fig. 3-4. The programming unit (P.U.), made by the elec-

tronic department of the Natuurkundig Laboratorium before

the advent of the PDP 11 computer, controls the measure-

ment.

A measuring cycle (for one heat capacity value) con-

sists of a before-heating period (BP), a heating period

(HP), a waiting period (UP) and an after-heating period

(AP), as is illustrated in fig. 3-5. The number of time

units (l time unit corresponds to about 1.2 s, see also

later) per period can be programmed on the programming
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Fig. 3-4. Block diagram of the measuring system.
Fh = lead resistance.

t

Fig. 3-5. A typical measuring cycle in our heat
capacity measurements.
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unit. Typical values are (in time units): BP:2Q, HP:15,

UP;9 and AP:4Q-95.

During the before-heating period and the after-heating

period the resistance of the germanium thermometer is

measured once per every time unit by means of an auto-

matically balanced resistance bridge (ASL type 103).

This bridge operates with a 25 Hz alternating current to

avoid the influence of thermal e.m.f.'s. The clock of

the bridge drives the entire system and determines the

length of a time unit, uhich is in most cases 1.16 s or

1.32 s.

During the heating period an ultrastable direct current

I is sent through the heater R^ by means of the current

supply A (stability ID"6) and it is evaluated by measuring

the voltage V/J-J over the reference resistor Rref by a

digital voltmeter D.V.M.

During the uaiting period thermal equilibrium in the

system can be established and the integrated voltage

over R|-| can be read. The reading of the D.V.M. is Vint«

The energy AQ put into the system can be determined as

Aq = ——xy. , x
Rref i n t

(RC),
int

(3.6.)

where (RC)int is the RC-time of the integrator.

All data are fed into a parallel-series-converter P/S

from uhich they can be punched on papertape and after-

wards handled by the SARA computer system or transferred

directly to an on-line coupled computer (PDP 11) uhich

computes the molar heat capacity immediately after com-

pleting a cycle and presents it together with the tempera-

ture on display D.

3.5. Computer program and evaluation of the measurements.

In order to get the right temperature change AT caused

by AQ, one has to extrapolate both the heat leak curves

•3

~4
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in the before- and after-heating periods to a time,
11-

approximately at one half of the heating period. Before

f| heating, the heat leak curve is approximately a straight

V, line and so it can be easily fitted and extrapolated.

h During the after-heating period thermal relaxation or

'ff .' instability effects can cause deviations from a straight

line (for example an exponential function is superimposed).

In our program ue took notice of this problem by fitting

" the aftsr-heating period curve with a straight line to

V •-•' the^iast 10, 20,^30, 40 and:5Q points, respectively,~ Ue

•f try to take such a large number of points in this period,

,;• that these fits do not differ very much and the standard

£,". deviation is small. Then the average straight line is

if the right fit. Whenever the differences between the

20 - 50 points fits become too large, ue skip that cycle

and have to take more points in the after-heating period

in the next cycle.

The extrapolation of the before-heating period and the

after-heating period to the middle of the heating period,

gives Tg and TQ, respectively (fig. 3-5), and ue get T

and AT as

TA + TR
T = - 2 - 2 — - and AT = Tft - Tg. (3.7a,b)

AQ is easily computed from \l^n£ and U|_j (see (3.6)) and

so the total heat capacity C = AQ/AT. TO get the heat

capacity of the sample ue of course correct for the empty

sample holder with the germanium thermometer and other

addenda.

3.6. Check measurements on pure copper.

To check the entire apparatus us measured a 20 g 5|\1

copper sample (Dohnson & Matthey, spec-pure), in zero

field and in a magnetic field of 5 T.

The results are given in fig. 3-6 and in fig. 3-7.
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As expected, there is no influence (<0.5 %) of the

magnetic field over the entire temperature range. From

the low temperature data (T2 < 10 K^) ue derive

y = 0.692 mD/K2mol and p = 48xlO~6 3/K4rnol, uhich leads

to •&D(^) = 343.4 K. These values are very close to the

selected literature values of Furukaua et al. (1968),

Y= 0.695 m3/K2mol and -&Q(0) = 344.5 K. Also the measure-

ments at higher temperatures (up to 40 K) agree Jv/ery uell

uith the literature data (see-fig. 3-7),

C/T|mJ/K2mole) COPPER

1.0

o"

o B=0
. B=5T
• FURUKAWA ET AL.

SELECTED VALUES

T2|K2)

10 15 20 --n

Fig, 3?-6. The molar heat capacity of copper at lou
temperatures.
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C*T(mJiK2mol»)

100

• 8=5T
• FURUKAWA ET AL.

SELECTED VALUES

1000 2000

1

Fig. 3-7. The molar heat capacity of copper at
higher temperatures.
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CHAPTER 4

THE Ce, Th SYSTEM
X —X X

4.1. Introduction.

In metallic cerium an isostructural y-»a phase transi-

tion from a localized magnetic to a non-magnetic state

takes place as a function of pressure (Koskenmaki and

Gschneidner 1978).

A study of the transition as a function of temperature

and of the low temperature a phase is hampered by the

fact that at atmospheric pressure a dhcp 3 phase is stable

in between the y and a phases at temperatures from 140 K

to 330 K. As the transition from B to a is not complete,

the preparation of pure a cerium samples is a difficult

task. Consequently, there exists only a limited amount

of experimental data on the magnetic, electrical and

calorimetric properties of a cerium (Grimberg et al. 1972,

Koskimaki and Gschneidner 1975).

However, one can get rid of the 0 phase by alloying,

in particular uith about 10 at./S thorium (or more). For

Ce-Th alloys it has been shown (Lawrence et al. 1975)

that at atmospheric pressure they-*** transition stays

first order up to 26.4 at.^ thorium, and that the transi-

tion can be described in a molecular field model. This

last result indicates local environment effects to be

of minor importance. Therefore it is expected that as to

the valence transition this system is similar to crys-

tallographically ordered systems like CeSn3 and even

cerium metal. Moreover, by datermining the low tempera-

ture properties of the alloys as a function of composi-

tion, an extrapolation can be made to zero thorium content

and in this way the properties of cerium in the collapsed

non-magnetic phase can be approximated.

After a short description of the sample preparation,
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£ this chapter deals uith the results of susceptibility

f measurements up to H O D K and low temperature heat capa-

\% city measurements. The chapter is concluded by a short

•fi discussion of the implications of these experimental

ij results. It is a modified version of an article, previous-

•:•'' ly appeared in Journal of Physics F (Elenbaas et al. 1979).

4.2. Sample preparation.

; Appropriate amounts of cerium (99.99 %) and thorium

;\- (99.9 %) uere melted together in an argon arc furnace.

\ A typical weight of the ingots was 3 g and weight losses

:v, never exceeded 0.03 %, Samples of the desired dimensions

V uere cut from the ingots, wrapped in tantalum foil (be-

cause of their strong reactivity), annealed in vacuum

sealed silica ampullas during 24 hours at temperatures

some tens of degrees below the solidus curve, and quenched

in uater.

Room temperature X-ray diffraction gave no indication

for the presence of other phases, and the lattice para-

meters agreed uith the literature data (Evans and Raynor

1962, Harris an Raynor 1964).

To avoid oxidation an argon filled glove box uas used

in the preparation and handling of the samples, although

most samples can be exposed to air for several days

without deterioration.

4.3. Magnetic susceptibility.

The magnetic susceptibility of Ce^_xThx has been

measured in a pendulum magnetometer (Schinkel 1965,

Tamminga 1973) from 1.6 K to 293 K and in a Faraday-type

magnetometer (Klaasse 1977) from 293 K to 1100 K.

A typical weight of the samples uas 0.5 g.

Ue found that the susceptibility of purs thorium

(x = 1) increases slightly from 1.13xlO~9 m3/mol at 4.2 K

to 1.19xlO-9 m3/mol ( £ O.41xlO-6 emu/g) at room tempera-

ture, in agreement uith earlier results of Greiner and
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Smith (1971), whereas the susceptibility above room tem-

perature stays constant up to 1-10,0 K.

Ue have used these data to correct for the thorium

contribution in the Cej__xTh>( alloys uith x =£ 1 in order

to obtain the susceptibilities per mole cerium. It is

likely that alloying uith cerium changes the suscepti-

bility of the thorium, but ue neglect this as a second

order correction. Values of the as-measured susceptibili-"

ties, the thorium contributions and the susceptibilities^

per mole cerium, all taken at T = 50 K, are given in =- ̂-

table' 4-1. ' -~ : - .••',-••

x X(50K)

(m /mol at)

0 6.64xlO~9

.20 7.87

.29 7.68

.35 7.77

.40

.50 6.56

.60 5.78

.70 4.62

1 1.18

XTh(50K)

(m /mol at)

-

0.24xl0"9

0.34

0.41

-

0.59

0.71

0.83

1.18

XCe(50K)

(m /mol Ce)

6.64xlO"9

9.54

10.34

11.32

-

11.94

12.68

12.63

-

C/T(IOK2)

(m3/K2mol at)

16.1

21.6

21.6

-

20.6

19.9

18.0

15.6

8.5

Table 4-1.. Values of the as measured susceptibilities
X, the thorium contributions X^n ar|d the susceptibi-
lities per mole cerium x^e at T = 50 K and the molar
heat capacities divided by temperature at T2 = 10 K^,
The x = 0 values are taken from Kaskimaki and
Gschneidner (1975).

Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show the cerium susceptibilities

as a function of temperature. In order to get an idea

about the electronic statB of the cerium atoms at high
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temperatures, ue have included in Fig. 4-1 a theoretical

curye for free Ce 3 + ions taking into account the excited

3 = 7/2 level, uith a temperature independent term (con-

duction electrons) added. Unfortunately, the energy dif-

ference between the groundstate D = 5/2 level and the

3 = 7/2 level in metallic systems is not known. Ue have

taken it to be 3220 K as found by Lang (1936) for free

Ce 3 + ions, close to 3370 K for Ce 3 + in LaCl3 (Helluege

et al. 1965). For the contribution of the conduction

electrons, Xpi ue have taken the value of lanthanum as
' • • • :

t

30

20

yte3*theor.

XCe(10-9m3/molCe)

Ce1-xThx

Ox=0.29
a x=0.35

8 ^

.ox=0.60

K — A x=0.70

10-
Tl10"3K-1)

Fig. 4-1. High temperature susceptibilities per mole
cerium as a function of temperature. The Ce3+ curve
has been calculated uith a spin-orbit splitting of
3220 K and a conduction electron term 1.22x10"' m^/mol,

I
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XCe(10-9m3/molCe)

o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

C e 1-x T h x

GSCHNEIDNER

0-

20

o o
o

x=0.60 o.o-o
3-0-0-0-0—°"

x=0.70
o—° T(K)

100 200 300

Fig. 4-2. Lou temperature susceptibilities per mole
cerium as a function of temperature, including the
a Ce data taken from Koskimaki and Gschneidner (1-975).
For the sake of clearness the curves have been shifted
vertically. Absolute values can be found from table 4-1.
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• given by Burr and Ehara (1966), Xp = 1.22xlO-9 m3/tnol. -5

/". _- IJe have not included any crystalline electric field .. . .-_._ ,. •.-. ,.;

|; effects. "-..:-- v-"

I ,' - It can be seen that at the highest temperatures the ~" M .

;?i cerium atoms in all of the alloys are nearly in a tri- - ,|

y valent state. A detailed analysis of the data at~inter- ,: :\

{•-• mediate temperatures uould make no sense, because at ']

present there are no reliable theoretical predictions -'I

* i as to the susceptibility behaviour through the transi- ;j

:• tion. -Houever,-if-one uould-think of same kind of an ,]

• - effective interaction ̂ to _account;for the;. non-linear: X ^

versus T curves, represented by a paramagnetic Curie '•••.

temperature •&, values for •& uould range from about 100 K

in pure cerium to 300 K in Ce ~nTh n. It uill be clear
r • JU * I U

\ that ion—ion interactions can not account for the-ob-

served trend of •&. An interaction between the 4f elec-

tron and the conduction electrons seems to be more likely,

and in that case the trend goes along uith the variations . :{

of the high temperature lattice parameter uith thorium ".i

content (Harris and Raynor 1964): more thorium means ,:

louer lattice parameter, uhich means the 4f level shifting

up to the Fermi energy. |

In the susceptibility at lou temperatures one can -f|

expect a Curie-type contribution from cerium atoms uhich ;i

are still in the trivalent state, for instance because ..-i

they are near to, or even in, lattice defects such as . ~t

». stacking faults. A stacking fault of the [ill] planes • ,f

f|. in the fee structure leads to hep regions, and cerium j

S:.._ atoms in a hexagonal environment (viz. the 3 phase of r.U

•&j; cerium metal) can possess a magnetic moment at lou t e m p e - :̂

1̂. ratures. Therefore ue have analysed our data, as uell as *;§.
:g;: the a cerium data of Kaskimaki and Gschneidner (1975), •/-
| according to x C e = X^e + A/T in uhich X Q 6 ) the intrinsic ^
~l susceptibility, is assumed to be temperature independent ;'

I for T < 40 K. From the straight X C eT against T plots ;";
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Fig. 4-3. Representative plot of the susceptibility
per mole cerium times temperature against tempera-
ture.

between 3 K and 40 K, X Q G and A are determined. A repre-

sentative plot is given in fig. 4-3. The impurity content

can only roughly be estimated from A since we do not

know a priori the crystal field splitting,if indeed the

trivalent cerium atoms are in an irregular lattice environ-

ment, and consequently have no reliable assumption about

their effective moments. In iable: 4-2 and fig. 4-4 Xo

of the various alloys is given, together with a lower

limit to the trivalent cerium concentration C(-.e3+, cal-

culated by assigning the maximal value of 2.54 (in to the

corresponding effective moments. The variation of x£e

uith thorium content is in contradiction uith the result

of Laurence and Parks (1976), who report a constant X§8

at lower thorium concentration. It should be noted, hou-

ever, that this constancy is already introduced in their

analysis of the experimental data.

4.4. Heat capacity.

Ue have performed heat capacity measurements on samples

of about 3 g, generally from 1.3 K to 20 K, in zero field
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Fig. 4-4. Zero temperature susceptibilities per mole
cerium as a function of thorium content x. The a Ce
value is our analysis of the data of Koskimaki and
Gschneidner (1975).
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m /mol Ce
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10.4
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0.7

2 .5

2.B

3.0

-

3 .2

1.6

2.0

-

V

m3/K2mol Ce

12.8

7 .7

. 17.4

20.2

-

22.1

26.2

25.7

26.6

-

P
m3/K4mol at

. 3 4

. 5 5

.567

.548

-

.544

.504

.491

.471

.433

nCe<EF>

e\i~1/at

3.64

2.19

4.94

5.74,
-

6.28

7.44
7.30

7.55

-

D

4.4

7 .3

4 .4

4 . 1

4 . 2

4 . 2

3.9

4 .0

3.9

-

:eff

eV

.212

.394

.156

.131

.124

.122

.100

.102

.098

-

Table 4-2, Susceptibility and heat capacity data.
* is taken from K and G, ** is our analysis of their
data.
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and in a magnetic field of 4 T. For the louer x-values,

measurements could only be made up to limited temperatures

as the heat conduction between sample and sample holder :

became poor for these samples due to the large volume ,

contraction during the y—a. transition. ~ -----

The main purpose of our low temperature heat capacity

220

200

_ i
o B = 0T

flmO/K2 mole atoms)

Ce1-xTV

«6-o0x=0 KOSKIMAKI AND
GSCHNEIDNER

s^°

Fig. 4-5. Molar heat capacities as a function of
temperature for temperatures up to 9 K. For the
sake of clearness the curves have been shifted
vertically. The absolute values of C/T at T 2 = 10 K2

in zero field are given in table 4-1.
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900
|£-Im3/K2mole atoms)

KOSKIMAKI AND
GSCHNEIDNER

Pig. 4-6. Molar heat capacities as a function of
temperature for temperatures up to 20 K. For the
sake of clearness the curves have been shifted
vertically. The absolute values of C/T at T2 = 10 K2

are given in table 4-1.
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I

measurements uas to determine y, the electronic heat

capacity coefficient, in order to have a measure for the

variation of the Fermi density of states through the

Ce-Th system. In figures 4-5 and 4-6 the molar heat capa-

cities are given and it can be seen that the standard

analysis, using a C/T versus T2 plot, needs some sophis-

tication. At low temperatures the contribution of tri-

valent cerium atoms, or in general paramagnetic impurities

whatsoever, is appreciable and at higher temperatures

the phonon contribution is no longer described by a T

term alone.

At first sight the high temperature deviations from

C = yT + PT^ seem to be independent of composition. In-

deed, a plot of [C(Cei_xThx) - C(Th)]/T versus T
2 yields

straight lines in the temperature interval 15 <T 2< 70 K2.

Since pure thorium obviously does not contain trivalent

carium, its y and |3 can be determined accurately, and

by means of the straight difference curves ue can obtain

for each alloy Yalloy ~ "YTh a n d Palloy ~ PTh» t h a t i s

Yalloy anc' Pailoy* The results are given in table 4-2 and

figure 4-7. The knowledge of the intrinsic heat capacity

enables us to determine the excess heat capacity due to

trivalent cerium impurities. The impurity contribution

is likely to be of the Schottky-type of which ue can see

only the high temperature part. Application of a magnetic

field of 4 T shifts the lou temperature upturn in the

C/T versus T2 plots towards higher temperatures (fig. 4-5),

thus confirming qualitatively the uay of analyzing. A

quantitative analysis can not yield more than an order

of magnitude estimate for the number of magnetic cerium

atoms, because a too small part of the Schottky peak is

observed. The numbers resulting from the susceptibility

measurements do not conflict with these estimates.

At this point it is interesting to consider the data

of Koskimakl and Gschneidner (1975) on a pure a Ce sample.
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Fig. 4-7. Linear heat capacity coefficients y per
mole cerium against thorium content x. The a Ce
(x = D) values correspond to the analysis of Koski-
maki and Gschneidner (I975)(full circle) and our
analysis (open circle).

If ue apply the analysis as described above to their heat

capacity curve ue obtain "Y = 7.7 mD/K^mol and

0 = 0.55 m3/K4mol uhich gives &Q(0) = 152 K. This is to

be compared uith the published values: 12.8 mD/K^mol and

0.34 mJ/K4mol, ̂ Q ( 0 ) = 179 K, respectively. The former

value for y is in much better agreement uith an extra-

polation from our data to zero thorium content. In vieu

of the regular behaviour of the lou temperature lattice

parameter uith composition a decrease by a factor of 1.7

in (3 by going from 20 to Q at̂ S thorium is not likely.

Moreover, the change in heat capacity by a magnetic field

(fig. 4-5) indicates that at T2 = 10 K^ in the cerium-

rich alloys the paramagnetic impurities contribute sig-

nificantly and consequently will influence the result of

a straightf oruard determination of {3. The presence of a

feu tenths of a percent paramagnetic impurities in

Koskimaki and Gschneidner's (X cerium is1 made obvious by
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the low temperature upturn in their X versus T curve,^_

which is quantitatively consistent with their heat capa :

city curve. However, although our analysis yields a very

reasonable value for P, in agreement uith the other 8

values in the system, the y value and hence the enhance-,

ment factor D deviate significantly from an extrapolation

of ..the values found for the alloys (see table 4-2)..-The

values-for-Y and D from Kaskimaki and Gschneidner are

tnllcTT-better compatible uith our alloy data.- In -or.der to

bring more clarity in this'sub ject,: it might be interest-

ing to perform heat capacity measurements on Ot Ce doun

to much lower temperatures or in a magnetic field. If our

analysis is right, the low temperature upturn will turn

out to be the high temperature tail of a Schottky anomaly

and will shift towards higher, temperatures in a magnetic

field.
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Fig. 4-8. Molar heat capacity of pure thorium.
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- - As the literature does not contain heat capacity•data.

"on pure thorium covering the full temperature range from _—

1.5 K - 26 K, we have given in figures 4-8 and 4-9 our =

thorium data in a C/T--- T2 and a \tQ -. T.plot, respectively.

From the linear behaviour of C as a function of T in the

lou temperature region (1.5 K < T < 4 K) ue derive ;

7="4.21 (± 0.10) m3/K2mol and -9D(0) = 169 K uhich is in

agreement.'with the lou temperature results/(1.4 K - 4,2 K)

of/Gordon:et _al. (1966): Y = 4.:31 tnVK?mol and

VQ(0) = 163.3 K.;: The ̂ D - T^plot" has the^characte^istics

of those calculated from the phonon spectrum (Class and

Shukla 1977, Reese et al. 1973, Rosengren et'al. 1975),

although no exact agreement uith the theory is found.
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Fig. 4-9. Debye temperature # Q against temperature,
obtained from experiment and phonon spectrum
calculations.
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4.5. Discussion. - ---•-,--- --- -- ' " j.u ~-~ -
^ ^ T ^ a l n from the susceptibility data, in the

' C 8 1 xThx system the first order phase transition for low

•x illues changes "into the gradual transition faun, xn

m0st intermediate valence intermetallic compounds.

" -The susceptibility data indicate that the cerium atoms

a r B in a localized trivalent stats at high temperatures,

g-ilh^a~8Qn.euhat-"ducBd^effective^_ magnetic moment.-,At a

Fixed temperature (eTg. room temperature)^hia reductoon

increases'uith increasing thorium content, due to a

broadening of the temperature internal uhere thB transx-

tion takes place. A quantitative analysis of the data

seems impossible, because there are too many unknown or

uncertain parameters as there are the crystal field splxt-

ting, the spin-orbit coupling, the conduction electron

contribution and the interactions betueen the 4f electron

and the conduction electrons. As to the mechanism of the

transition of the cerium atoms from a non-magnetxc to a

magnetic state, it is interesting to note that thxs

transition is still present in C e ^ T h ^ and even xn

alloys uith less cerium ( C e ^ T h ^ , Huber et a l . J ^ A ) .

Thus, although the first order phase transition in cerxum-

rich alloys uill have at least partly a collective charac-

ter a single-ion model seems to be more appropriate

to describe C e ^ T h , than a model in uhxch the transition

is treated as a nott transition of the 4f electrons

(Hohansson 1974).

The lou temperature phase seems to be characterized

by a large linear term in the heat capacity and an en-

hanced Pauli susceptibility; to get an idea about the

magnetic interactions ue can apply simple Stoner theory

as a first step.

An estimate for the Fermi density of states n(EF) from

the coefficient y requires a knowledge of the electron-

phonon coupling constant X. Ue assume A = 0.5, independent
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p . , '

Ifx

of composition (as an average value, from Glotzel 1978)/-,

"A further approximation is to assume that n(Ep) is equalv

?to (l-x)nCa(EF) + xnTh(EF), x being the fraction of tho-j:

] rium atoms, and nTh(Ep) independent of x. The resulting:"

lvalues for ncB.(Ep), given in table 4-2, can be combined,*-

-uith those for Xo
 t o 9iue t n e Stoner enhancement factor'D-

1(table 4-2); D appears to be roughly _constant^.through'

the ̂system. >If',,UB urite?^

D =
• 1 - [effnCe

(4.1)

the product IeffnCe(Ep) is even more constant, but be-

cause nCe(EF) varies, Ieff has to vary (table 4-2). If

I f f uere due primarily to intra-atomic exchange, then

its lou values can be related to (and then uill be deter-

mined by) a small band width (Kanamori 1963). In this

concept the constancy of the product Ieff
nCe(EF) i s al~

most trivial. Dne can also think of inter-atomic exchange

and assume for each cerium atom an effective exchange

field proportional to the number of cerium nearest neigh-

boursi Hduever, taking a statistical distribution of the -

cerium atoms_ and a concentration independent effective

exchange field per cerium neighbour, it appeared impos-

sible to obtain a reasonable fit of Ieff as a function

of concentration.

The behaviour of the density of state's itself as a

function of concentration can be explained by assuming

a pressure dependence of the distance betueen the 4f

level and the Fermi level. The 4f level lies above Ep at

a distance that increases uith increasing pressure. At

lou temperatures the lattice parameter of thorium is

much larger than that of a cerium. Consequently there is

a "negative pressure" effect uith increasing thorium

content, resulting in an increase of nCe(Ep).

m

I
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THE CelnSn, v, Ce
-- - — - j\ O — A -~ -

CHAPTER 5

La In, AND Ce, La Sn- SYSTEMS
l^VS A J J- — A A J

5 . 1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n . ."..-•""""--"• •-- ~~- .-. - . " , .

Ca in Celn^ behaves like a trivalent ion, wheraas

has .the ̂ characteristics of an intermediate valence com-"

.pound, -'of -uhichvthe^valence-is.-sorneuhere between three,

and four. As Celn3'exhibits Kondo-behaviour and as Kondo?r

or moment compensation "is closely related to intermediate

valence problems, studied in our institute, it uas interest-

ing to investigate a number of compounds in the CeInxSn3_x

system, the Ce^-xLaxIn3 system and the Ce^_xLaxSn3 system.

Also CeTl3 became a part of this investigation because

of its similarity to Celn3, but it is treated in the

next chapter as more properties uere thoroughly studied.

Uith these systems ue hoped to get more information about

the properties of cerium in a metallic compound and the

conditions for intermediate valence behaviour. Substitu-

tion of Ce by La in CeSn^ uas done to see whether inter-

mediate valence behaviour is a single-ion effect. In this

case the substitution should only lead to a scaling uith

cerium concentration. In the Cei xLa Inj system the effect

of dilution of Celng by La on the ordering, on interaction

effects and on the Kondo-behawiour uas studied.

It should be noted that most of the magnetic measure-

ments on these systems, together uith X-ray and neutron

diffraction measurements, have been or uill be published

extensively by U.H. Dijkman (Dijkman et al. 1979, Dijkman

et al. 1980 and Dijkman, to be published), together uith

magnetic data on other systems: Ce-L_xLaxPd3, CePbxSn3_><

and CePdxRh3_x.

In the firot part of this chapter a short survey of

the literature on the investigated systems is given.
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In the experimental section of the chapter first the .j ;

sample preparation and related problems are described, • ;.

after uhich the experimental data of heat capacity and ' f

resistivity measurements are presented. The chapter is |

concluded uith a discussion of the experimental data. . |

I5.2. Literature reviau. I'

Like all other stable R,E.Sn3 and R.E.IH3 compounds, f

also CeSn3 and Celn3 crystallize in the cubic AuCu.3 struc- ;

ture. ';;
1::

5.2.1, Celn3. i;

According to lattice parameter measurements (Harris ;.;;••

and Raynor 1965) Ce in Celn3 behaves like a purely tri- . ,.;i;

valent ion: there is no anomaly in the room temperature ...

value uith respect to those of the other R.E.In3 compounds, '•.;,;

uhereas the temperature dependence of the lattice para-

meter of Celn3 is the same as that of Prln3, doun to

87 K. Deriving a value for the valence of Ce in Celn3

from the effective moment obtained from susceptibility

measurements is not possible because of the large crystal-

line field effects at intermediate temperatures of about

10 K - 100 K , uhich lift the 6-fold (3 = 5/2) degeneracy

f and split it into a doublet and a quartet, and the higher ;s;

multiplet level (D = 7/2) contribution at higher tempera- y j;

I tures. 7y( {,.

Susceptibility measurements have been performed by Vj ;J

[• Tsuchida and Wallace (1965), Buschou et al. (1969), .;^ |

I' Lethuiller (1976) and Aarts (1978). The latter two shou J ; |,

f;', that a reasonable fit of the susceptibility uith help of . ?£ . |:

|;j only crystalline electric field theory can not be made. ;:,S |/

An estimate for the paramagnetic Curie-temperature •&„ '/% ., |S

can be given as -&p = 40 K (Aarts 1978) or £ = 48 K & I

(Lethuiller 1976). .̂  - I

At a temperature T|\| = 10 K, Celn3 exhibits a kind of •!.';• |

antiferromagnetic ordering, uhich can be seen from ': |

• „ ' • " £ ;
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; susceptibility measurements where a cusp at T(\) is found,

f from electrical resistivity measurements (van Daal and
i «

i? Buschou 1970, this work) and from heat capacity measure-

| ments (van Diepen et al. 1971, this uork) uhere a lambda

['- anomaly at TM is found, characteristic for a phase tran-

f sition. Unfortunately it is impossible to establish

': beyond doubt the antiferromagnetic order uith help of

(elastic) neutron diffraction, because In has a too large

: inelastic cross-section for neutrons.

i Crystal field effects shou up in the susceptibility
!5- as already said above, and in heat capacity measurements

;' up to room temperature. Van Diepen et al. (1971) found a

• Schottky anomaly for Celn^ uith a maximum at T = 60 K,

and concluded that the 3 = 5/2 rnultiplet of Ce^+ is split

into a lowest lying doublet and a quartet at an energy

distance A^p/kg = 155 K.

Electrical resistivity measurements (on polycrystalline

samples: van Daal and Buschou 197Qj on a single cystal:

Z. Kletouski, private communication) suggest that Celn3

is a dense Kondo system: there is a clear minimum in the

resistivity at 180 K. At lou temperatures houever, the

resistivity goes doun again, whereas common Kondo theory
• I T \ 2

•:, predicts a saturation of the resistivity asp.= p o - ft If" •

; ft possible explanation uill be treated in the discussion

Y> (5.6).
' The field dependence of the magnetization (ftarts 1978,

y on single crystals: A. Czopnik, private communication)

'W shous at T = 1.4 K, 4.2 K and 15 K a linear or slightly

§§ curved behaviour up to 35 T. The theoretical saturation

|I • value for the lowest lying crystalline field doublet,
I' M-sat,th = 5/7 M-B = 0-714 P-B» i s n o t yet reached in 35 T,

P. although the experimental 35 T value is very near to it,

£•" \l = 0.695 Hg. It should be noted, houever, that a part

| of this value must be due to a van Uleck-type contribu-

\ tion of the higher quartet.
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:| -•„..,_-. 5.2.2. CeSn3.

5f *~ In contrast uith Celn3, the lattice parameter of CeSn3

$; indicates, that Ce in CeSn3 is not trivalent, but has a

f someuhat larger valence of 3.1. Also the behaviour of the

]i lattice parameter of CeSn3 as a function of temperature

i . is different from that of other R.E.Sn3 compounds, in,

; particular LaSn3 and PrSn3 (Harris and Raynor 1965).
T Uith decreasing temperature the lattice parameter of. CeSn^

; : decreases more than that of LaSn3 and PrSn3, suggesting

.:"-:-. a gradual transition to an :;even .larger -valence.-

y - Susceptibility data as a function of temperature "(Tsu-

'•'. chida and Wallace 1965, Cooper et al. 1971, Dijkman 1980)

j-' reveal a constant lou temperature susceptibility, a maxi-

j•' mum at about 130 K and Curie-Ueiss behaviour at higher

temperatures, properties typical for intermediate valence

compounds.

Cooper et al. (1971) measured the lou temperature

heat capacity and derived for the electronic contribution

Y = 53 m3/K mol Ce, a high value as it is seen for most

intermediate valence compounds.

From the resistivity of single crystals of CeSn3 and

LaSn3 (Stalinski et al. 1973) it can be seen that there

is an extra contribution in the resistivity of

uith respect to LaSn3 above about 70 K,

5.2.3.

Only recently susceptibility and lattice parameter

data have been published both by Laurence et al. (1978),

Laurence (1979) and Dijkman et al. (1979). Their results,

in particular the behaviour of the lou temperature sus-

ceptibility as a function of x - a distinct maximum near

x = 1.1 - uill be used later in the discussion. Laurence

describes the system uith a single variable, the charac-

teristic (spin-fluctuation) energy kgTcp.

Welsh and Darby (1973) report NMR measurements at lou

temperatures on seven different concentrations. Their

It:

•- •'?
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results are consistent uith a sharp increase of the lou . .

temperature susceptibility uith increasing x up to x-='-i.2

and a local moment picture for x > 1.2. ....-'

5.2.4. Ce2_xLa

"" Lethuiller (1976) presents susceptibility data onja

x = 0.6 sample. After correction for a matrix suscepti-

bility the Celn3 and the CeQ ^Lag 5^3 curves coincide,

except for T<_10 K uhere the La-rich compound does not

shouT any:ordering.

5.2.5.

Susceptibilities as a function of temperature, magneti-

zations and lattice parameters are reported by Dijkman

et al. (1980). From these it can be seen that up to the

highest La concentration x which uas measured, x =0.9,

the system has almost the same (intermediate valence)

features as CeSnjV The temperatures T m a x, at uhich the

susceptibility has a maximum, as well as the zero tempe-

rature susceptibilities per cerium atom are essentially

constant as a function of La concentration.

5.3. Metallurgy.

5.3.1. Sample preparation.

Because of the rapid corrosion of the samples in

oxygen and moist atmosphere (see also 5.3.2) most preparing

and handling of the samples uas done in a glove-box under

argon atmosphere.

The appropriate amounts of the constituents (cerium

99.99 %, lanthanum 99.9 %, indium 99.9999 % and tin

99.9995 %) uere melted in a uater cooled copper crucible

in an argon arc furnace. To start the (exothermical)

reaction to form the compound, only a small current uas

used, and after the reaction had taken place, the current

uas increased and the sample uas melted several (6 - 10)

times. For compounds prepared in this uay, ueight losses

V
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uere found from 0.3 % up to 1.0 %, but these "differences

had no influence on the magnetic properties. The typical

weight of the samples uas 3 - 5 g.

Some of the samples, wrapped in tantalum fail because

of their strong reactivity, uere annealed at 1000 °C for

at least? days in vacuum sealed silica ampullas and_

afterwards quenched in water. As reported in 5.4, there

uas.no influence of annealing on the calorimetric proper-

ties," so "that most-samples ~uere~ no t~annealed." Dijkman et

al. "(1980) report only~influence of annealing on ,tjie

low temperature "impurity effects" in the magnetic sus-

ceptibility.

5.3.2. Corrosion effects.

Almost all of the investigated Ce and La compounds

corrode uhen they are exposed to air. This corrosion in-

cludes normal oxidation, but in most cases also other

effects take place. Harris and Raynor (1965) found in

their CeSn3 samples small amounts of free Sn at grain

boundaries. The relative amount of tin-rich material

increased after thermal cycling between room temperature

and 87 K, and appeared at scratches on the surface. They

could not detect such instabilities in Celng. Gambino

et al. (1968) studied corrosion effects in LaTlg, LaPb^,

LaSnj and Lain.?. The samples reacted with the laboratory

atmosphere, under the influence of water vapour and oxygen;

in the corroded samples large amounts of Tl, Pb etc. were

detected. Mechanically worked surfaces showed more rapid

corrosion than annealed surfaces, indicating that some

stress mechanism is the driving force for the reaction.

Also in our Ce2_xLaxIn3, Cei_xLaxSn3 and CeInxSn3_x

samples corrosion was found. During exposure to air,

whiskers of indium and/or tin grew on the samples. This

can be seen from the electron microsonde pictures, made

by dr. P. Maaskant at the "V.U. Instituut voor Aardweten-

schappen" in Amsterdam, which were made on a Celn3 sample
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Fig. 5-la. Electron rnicrosonde picture of
whiskers on Celn-,.

Fig. 5-lb. Electron micrasonde picture, detecting
Ce La radiation for the same whiskers and back-
ground. Clearly it can be seen-that the whiskers
do not consist of cerium.
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exposed to air for a ueek (figures 5-1 a and b). Before

exposure there were no indium whiskers. Ue think that ~;_

strains in the sample, internal as well as caused by oxi-

dation or hydrolysis of the cerium, drive the cerium out"

of the samples along grain boundaries. This is confirmed

by the fact that single crystals of Celn3 and CeSn3 "during

the time they uere exposed to air, did not corrode

(Z.Kletouski, private communication). This corrosion

causes problems--cancerningiresistivity measurements
1 on

polycrystalline samples "atTlau temperatures7;because

whiskers and In, Sn or InxSny at -grain boundaries can

give rise to superconducting short circuits. To overcome

this problem, sometimes a magnetic field was used to

suppress the superconductivity.

5.4. Heat capacity.

5.4.1. Heat capacity of CeTn3 and Laln3.

Heat capacity measurements uere made on two different

Celn3 samples from 1.3 K to 38 K in zero field and in

magnetic"fields of 4 T and 5 T, and on one l_aln3 sample

from 1.3 K up to 20 K-in'zero field. The results of the

tuo Celn3 samples coincide uithin 0.3 %; annealing of one

of the samples did not change its heat capacity. Laln3

has been measured to account for the lattice contribution

to the heat capacity of Celn3.

The results of the Celn3 and Lain-, measurements are

shoun, plotted as C/T against T^, in figure 5-2. From

the lambda anomaly arising from the antiferromagnetic

transition, the IMeel point is determined to be

TN = 10.1 (±0.1) K, in accordance uith the values report-

ed in the literature: from susceptibility measurements:

10 K (Tsuchida and Wallace 1965), 11 K (Buschou et al.

1969) and 10.1 K (Laurence 1979), from heat capacity

measurements: 10.4 K (van Diepen et al. 1971).

fls can be seen from fig. 5-2 it is impossible to

- s
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obtain the linear coefficient y of Celn^ by extrapolating

the high temperature data (T >14 K) linearly to T = 0;

the lattice heat capacity as given by the Laln^ data has

a non-linear C/T against T behaviour for T>5 K. However,

if ue subtract the molar heat capacity of Lalng from that

of Celn3, ue get an almost linear term between 16 K and

20 K, which can be attributed to the excess y value of

Celng. The value for -y, obtained in this way, is :

y (Celn3)_= 12.5 --mD/K̂ .mol.-.atoms.̂ Taking y (Laln^) as the

s ,d conduction electron contribution ~t~- ue"=f ind -the
: linear

4f term -Y4f(CeIn3) =43 m3/K
2 mol Ce.

I'
|
il.

300

200

|C/T{mJ/K2molat.) Celn

100

oB=0T
. B=5T

B=0T Lain

100 200 300 400

Fig. 5-2. Molar heat capacities of Celn3 and Lain.,
in zero field en in a magnetic field of 5 T.
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-""' It seems wrong to extrapolate the lou temperature

data back to T2 = 0 to find y (in this case our data

yield y = 36.5 mI]/K2 mol atoms or \ 4 f = 141 m^/K
2 mol Ce)_

as there is an anomaly in the heat capacity of Celng at

a temperature of 3 K, also reported by Nasu et al. (1971)

(fig. 5-2, insert). However,the values used in the -

literature are obtained in this uay (Cornut (1976) derived

*Y = 130 m3/K2 mol Ce) or by linear extrapolation from

high temperature data (Lethuiller and -Lacroix-Lyon-Caen

(1978) report y,'= 14D mll/K2 mol Ce). Our procedure to

obtain "Y is supported by the results far CeIn2.gSnQ ^

(see 5.4.5). The y obtained according to this procedure

from the high temperature data of Celnj gSn., , equals

the "Y from the lou temperature data, uith a value of

y = 14 ml/K mol atoms. The lou temperature behaviour

is less anomalous: it.is determined by a T (antiferro-

magnetic) spin uave term, so that ue might expect the

extrapolation to 0 K here to be right.

As can be seen from fig. 5-2, there is almost no field

dependence up to 5 T. The transition temperature exhibits

a shift, if any, from the zero field value TN(0) = 10.1 K

to TN(5T) = 10.0 Kin 5 T.

Our measurements of Laln3 yield

Y= 1.79 (±0.06) ml/K mol atoms, uhereas the literature

data are *y = 1.57 mI]/K2 mol atoms (Nasu et al. 1971)

and y = 1.93 mJ/K2 mol atoms (Bucher et al. 1968). The

Debye temperatures at zero temperature are -&Q(0) = 220 K,

•&D(0) = 194 K (Nasu) and -&D(0) = 232 K (Bucher), respec-

tively.

After subtraction of the Laln^ molar heat capacity

from that of Celn-j as the lattice contribution, ue can

give an estimate for the entropy related to the phase

transition. Presumably the short range ordering, uhich

still causes an extra contribution above the Nlel point,

does not contribute significantly above 16 K, uhere the
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molar heat capacities of Celn3 and Laln3 differ only in

a linear term. At this temperature, the entropy AS, with

AS = S(CeIn3) - S(LaIn3), is AS = 1.46 Zl/K mol atoms.

Part of this entropy is due to the difference between

7(CeIn3) and "Y(LaIn3), viz. AS-y = 0.17 0/K mol atoms, so

that the entropy related to the transition is " -

AS =1.29 3/K mol-atoms .= 5.14 D/K mol Ce.Jhis is close

to the yalue-ST=TR In2. = 5.76 D/K mol, which is expected

for-a lowest -lying crystalline -.-fie I'd: doublet. _ The _ reduc-

tion might be attributed to short range ordering still

existing at higher temperatures than 16 K of which the

effect is smeared out, but also to a small difference

between the Laln3 n e a^ capacity and the lattice heat

capacity of

5.4.2. Heat capacity of

Heat capacity measurements were made in the tempera-

ture range 1.3 - 20 K on samples with 6 different con-

centrations; the results are shown in a C/T against T

plat in fig. 5-3. Measurements in a magnetic field of

5 T have been performed for x = 0.0 (see 5.4.1) and

x = 0.6. For the latter sample, there was no field depen-

dence.

To obtain y, AC (extra heat capacity) and AS (the

entropy) we subtracted the heat capacity of Laln3 to

account for the lattice contribution. After having deter-

mined "Y(X), we could find the extra heat capacity Ac as

C/T(T2=200K2)(mD/K2mol at)

0 . 0

0 . 2

0 . 4

0 . 6

0 . 8

1 .0

97.8

94.9

90.2

85.6

81.2

77.4

Table 5-1. Values of the heat
capacities of Ce-i vLavInT; at
T2 = 200 K2. X * * 6

I!
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100-

400

Fig. 5-3. Molar heat capacities of Ce]__xLaxIri3 as
a Function of temperature. For the sake of clearness
the curves have been shifted vertically. The abso-
lute values of C/T at T 2 = 200 K 2 are given in
table 5-1.
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Fig. 5-4. Extra heat capacities of Ce2_xl_axln3 as
a function of temperature after subtraction of a
lattice term and a linear term.

AC = C(Ce1_xLaxIn3) - C(l_aln3) - Y(x)T; it is shoun in

figure 5-4. It can be seen that long-range magnetic order

is found in the compounds uith x<0.4, uhereas for x = Q.6

and x = 0.8 broad maxima at temperatures of about 5 K

are found. Similar shallow maxima seem to exist for the

lower x values above the ordering temperature; there is

a clear scaling uith cerium concentration. The ordering

temperature T^ - here defined as the temperature where

the steepest slope in the AC against T curve is found -

decreases with increasing lanthanum concentration

(fig. 5-5). From fig. 5-5 it can be derived that long-

range order vanishes for x >0.6. As this value is smaller

than the percolation limit, it indicates that the mag-

netic interactions are short-ranged. The coefficient *Y(x)

of the linear term is given in table 5-2 and plotted

against x in fig. 5-5, together with the extra entropy

AS =J -=- dT. It is almost linear in x, indicating simple
o i
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,1

6
Rln2

4S|J/KmolCe)

-~ - - -5 -

>lmJ/K2molat)l

10

0.5

Fig. 5-5. Ordering tempe-
ratures T|\|, linear coef-
ficients "Y of the heat
capacity and extra entro-
pies as a function of
lanthanum concentration
for _Ce1_xLaxIn3.

dilution effects. The entropy AS per mole cerium decreases

slouly uith increasing lanthanum concentration, suggest-

ing thau at T = 20 K an increasing fraction of the Ce

atoms is not in the doublet groundstate, but in a

\ X

< 0 .0

0 . 2

0 . 4

0 . 6

0 . 8
: 1.0

7(m3/K2mal a t )

1 2 . 5 + 1
12

9

6

4

1.79+0.06

-Y(m3/K2mol Ce)

43 +4
51

48

42

44

-

Table 5-2.y Values
for Ce l - x l
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non-magnetic singlet. Houeuer, taking into account the

various difficulties and uncertainties in analyzing the

heat capacity curves, ue will1 consider the extra entropy

roughly as a constant.

5.4.3. Heat capacity of CeSn3 and LaSn3.

Heat capacity measurements uere made on tuo different

CeSn3 samples ( I and II) from 1.3 K up to 20 K in zero,:

field and in a magnetic"?ield of 4 T, and on tuo LaSn3 ._.

samples (I and II ) from 1.3 K up to 2Q K in zero field

and in 5 T (fig. 5-6 and 5-7). The results of the CeSn3

samples I and II coincide for T > 6 K; belou 6 K impurity

effects (e.g. trivalent cerium atoms) become important.

These effects are already knoun from magnetization and

susceptibility measurements (Dijkman et al.1980), where

they show up as an extra (from sample to sample) irrepro-

ducible Curie-Ueiss susceptibility. Assuming that all

40-

30

20

10

10

C/T(mJ/K2molat.)

J*ta*«°i . • * . • * • ' •

0» °

* * "

T2IK2)

20 60 80

Fig. 5-6. Molar heat capacities of CeSn 3 and LaSn 3
as a function of temperature.
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impurities are trivalent cerium ions uith the full moment

of 2.14 Hg/Ce atom, a louer limit for their concentration

is 1 %. The lou temperature anomaly in the heat capacity

shifts towards higher temperatures in a magnetic field

of 4 T. An estimate of the extra entropy leads us to a

lower limit for the triualent cerium concentration of

about 1 fa, in accordance uith the already cited concen-

tration.

Originally, LaSn3 has been measured to account for tha

lattice contribution in CeSng, but as La in La5n3 is

triualent and Ce in CeSn3 intermediate, and the lattice

parameter of CeSn^ is anomalous, the lattice contribution

of LaSn., is expected to be different from that of CeSn^.

Nevertheless, ue give the results in fig. 5-6 and 5-7,

The superconductivity belou about 6.5 K uas suppressed

by a magnetic field, so that the electronic heat capacity

coefficient y could be determined:y = 2.70 (±0.05) m3/K molat

and the Debye temperature at zero temperature: •&Q(0) S 192 K.

These values can be compared uith literature values of

van Maaren and Havinga (1974) and Bucher et al. (1968):

y = 2.70 m3/K2 mol at. and y = 2.74 md/K2 mol at.,

•&D(0) = 200 K and -&D(0) = 205 K, respectively.

The measurements in zero field and uith applied mag-

netic field uere performed on different samples. This

may have caused the discrepancy^ betueen the data above

T c (fig. 5-6). :; ---.:.;•

Assuming that, although the Debye temperatures them-

selves are different fo,r CeSn^ and LaSn^, the temperature

dependence belbu 6•.. K is the same, ue could make an extra—

;-\ Delation to'<T =.:QV. k. The linear coefficient determined in

' this;,uay is ^'=^16.9 (±0.4) m3/K2 mol at. After subtrac-

tion of the LaSn3 value.-ue find: -y'= 56.B (±1.8) m3/K2mol Ce.

5.4.4. Heat capacity of Cej_xLaxSn3.

.('.
;!':>

Heat capacity measurements uere made from 1.3 -* 20 K

on samples uith 5 different concentrations; the results
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Fig. 5-7. Molar heat capacities of CejL_xLaxSn3 as
a function of temperature.

are shoun in figure 5-7. Measurements in a magnetic field

shoued only differences in the lou temperature impurity

heat capacity. The x = 0.5 data shou an anomaly at 2.3 K

of which the origin is not clear. It might be some kind

of ordering of still trivalent cerium atoms. In a mag-

netic field of 5 T a Bchottky anomaly around 2.0 K is

found, uhich is expected for triualent cerium atoms in

a doublet crystal field groundstate 1̂  uith g = 10/7.

The entropy and the Schottky maximum leads us to the

estimate that about 10 % of all cerium atoms are involved

in this anomaly.

To obtain the linear coefficients y interpolations

between the heat capacity of LaSn, and CeSn-z have been
o o
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Fig. 5-8. The linear coef-
ficients "Y of the heat
capacity of Ce2_xLaxSri3
as a function of x, given
per mole atoms.

0.5

re-

to correct for the lattice contribution. The y values

are given as a function of x in figure 5-8 and in table

5-3. The values per mole cerium have been corrected for

a LaSng contribution. All y values lie above a linear

interpolation betueen CeSng and LaSn-,. However, because

the uncertainty in the determination, in particular of

the x = 0.5 value, is large, it is difficult to say some-

thing more quantitatively.

Y(m3/K2mol at) Y(mD/K2mol Ce)

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

1 .

0

5

7

9

0

1 6 .

15

8 .

5 .

2 .

9 ± 0

2

8

70±0

. 4

. 0 5

57 ± 2
98

73

124

Table 5-3.y Values
for

5.4.5. Heat capacity of CeInxSn3_x.

Heat capacities of CeInxSn3_x uere measured from 1.3 K

up to 20 K, in zero field and most of them also in a

magnetic field of 4 T or 5 T. Results of measurements

' • %
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on different samples uith the same concentration, only

made for x > 2 , always coincided. The influence of the

magnetic field was marginal, and only involved impurity

effects. The results are shoun as C/T against T^ in the

figures 5-9, 5-10 and 5-11, The irregular behaviour for

low x values at about 6 K is presumably due to impurity

effects, such as superconductivity (see also 5.5.1) or

ordering of some trivalent cerium atoms.

Fig. 5-9, Molar heat capacities of three CeInxSn3_x
samples as a function of temperature.
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For x<1.9 the general behaviour is the same as for

x = 0; there is no magnetic ordering, so that it is not

very difficult to extrapolate to T = 0 K to find the

linear coefficient y. For x = 2.25 and X = 2.5 the data

already indicate short-range order effects, uhereas for

2.6<x<3 long-range order has been found.

The lattice contribution for all samples uith x>2.25

uas taken to be equal to that of Laln3. This may intro-

duce errors in the absolute values of y, but the general

trend will not be affected. -The y values are shoun as

a~ function of x in figure 5-12 and table 5-4, together

uith ordering temperatures TN and entropies AS connected

uith the ordering heat capacity. For x = 1.1, "Y shows

a distinct maximum, -ymax = 66 mD/K
2 mol atoms, similar

300-

200-

100

C/T(mJ/K2molat.)

CeIn28Sn02

o B=0T
• B=5T

100 200 300 LOO

Fig. 5-10. Molar heat capacity of CeIn2#8
Sn0.2 a s

a function of temperature.
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250^

S

Fig. 5-11. Molar heat capacities of CeInxSn3_x as
a function of temperature.

~"7%
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Fig. 5-12. Linear
coef f icients y, order-
ing temperatures T|\|
and extra entropies
As as - a function of
x for CeInxSn3_x.

to the lou temperature susceptibility behaviour (Laurence

1979, Dijkman 1979).

The anomaly found in Celn3 at about 3 K disappears

uith the introduction of a small amount of Sn (fig. 5-9):

Celn2 gSng ^ already behaves more like a normal anti-

ferromagnet. It might bB possible, that this is caused

by a different type of magnetic ordering in Celng.

The entropy connected uith the ordering decreases

uith increasing Sn content and is zero for about x = 2.

This means that for x < 3 not all cerium atoms are tri-

valent and participate in the ordering, presumably an
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0 .

0 .

1 .

1 .

. 1 .

2 .

r.2.

2 .

2 .

2 .

2 .

2 .

3 .

Q

75

1

5

9

25 -

5

'6 -

7

8

9

97

0

Y(m3/K"2mal a t )

16.9

47.0

. . 66

49

41.5

27

18

15

14

15

14

15.5

12.5

As(m3/Kmol Ce)

. . - • • - - ' - - - .

1.14

2.82

3.59

4.13

4.29

4.72

5.14

TN(K)

<2

~ 2

4 . 4 + 0 .

7 .4 ± 0 .

9 j80±0 .

1 0 . 1 ± 0 .

1 0 . 1 ± 0 .

4

1

05

1

1

Table 5-4. "Y Values, AS and TN of CeInxSn3_x.

environment effect (see discussion).

5.5. Electrical resistivity.

5.5.1. Introduction.

Electrical resistivities were measured according to

a conventional 4-point D.C. method. Typical dimensions

of the samples were 2X2X10 mm^; the absolute accuracy

of the data, mainly determined by the accuracy of the

formfactor, is better than 5 %, uhereas the relative

accuracy within one measurement is better than 0.5 %.

The measurements of the electrical resistivity either

in the Ce^^La^nj system or in the CeInxSn3_x system

were hampered by corrosion effects (see 5.3.2): belou

about 5 K most samples became (partly) superconducting.

In some cases a magnetic field uas used to suppress this

effect; it turned out that a field of 0.05 T already

uas sufficient.

••1-

.V .',
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5.5.2. Electrical resistivity of Ce^_xLaxIn3.

Measurements have been made from 1,2 K up to 300 K-

and the results are shown in figure 5-13. - :• . -

It can be seen that, apart_from^the ^ordering - phenomena

at low temperatures, there is a scaling with cerium con-

centration. This is even more clear if ue subtract the

resistivity of Lalnj as~the phonon contribution to

p(Ce2_xLaxIn3)(fig. 5-14). All curves exhibit a negative

slope above 50 K and a maximum or a flaittehing at about

5D K. Belou 50 K the behauiour~i"s~di"ff erent"" for" x near

to 0 or to 1. The Celng curve decreases belou 50 K and

has a cusp at T = 10 K due to magnetic ordering.

Ce2 Q^-aQ 4^n3 shous an upturn touards louer temperatures

and orders at about 3 - 4 K. Samples uith higher x values

do not order magnetically and their curves have a nega-

tive slope at the lowest temperatures.

f;

hi

P

301- ;

20

10

i

C e1-xL gx I n3

, x=0X

x=0.8

•*
° *

100 200 300

Fig, 5-13. Electrical resistivities p of Ce-i La Ing
as a function of temperature.
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Fig. 5-14. Extra electrical resistiuities Ap of
Ce2_xLaxIn3 after subtraction of the resistivity
of Lalng, as a function of temperature.

From the fact that there is such an obvious scaling

with cerium concentration, it can be inferred that a

description should be given in terms of a single-ion

model.

If the negative slope above 5Q K uere due to a Kondo

I*

t

Fig. 5-15. Extra elec-
trical resistivities Ap
of Ce-, La In-, against
temperature, plotted on
a logarithmic scale.

1-5
* h
"V-

100
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effect, the Ap should be linearly dependent on ln(^—). ' ;

Therefore ue plotted Ap versus In T (fig. 5-15) and it

can be seen that there is a logarithmic dependence, indeed,

5.5.3. Electrical resistivity of CeInxSn3_x.

" . The results of measurements from 1.2 - 300 K on

CeInxSn3_x pseudobinaries are shown in figure 5-16, to-

gether with data on a Laln3 sample. The x = 0 andTaSn^

curves are ±aken- fram ~Stalin*ski et al.; these are single-

crystal ciata.

The extra resistivity for the lower x values after

subtraction of the resistivity of LaSn^ as the phonon

contribution, is shown in figure 5-17. The curve for

x = 0 shows a maximum at about 250 K; as x increases, the

temperature T m a x of the maximum is lowered, the same

behaviour as found for the temperature where the suscep-

tibility reaches its maximum (Dijkman et al. 1979). The

curve for x = 1.5 has a negative slope over the whole

temperature region. Plotted on a logarithmic temperature

scale, the behaviour is roughly linear above 50 K,

indicating some kind of Kondo effect.

The curves with x near to 3 show a cusp at low tempe-

ratures due to magnetic ordering. For x = 3 there is

a maximum at about 50 K, but with decreasing x the

JY;

If

•X"

X

aSn3

0 . 0

0 . 5

1 . 1

1.25

1 .5

1 .9

p290(jificm)

20.0

30.5

68.3

74.5

60.7

68.8

55.1

X

2 . 1

2 . 5

2 . 6

2 . 7

2 . 9

3 . 0

Lain

55.1

47.0

41.0

50.6

34.9

34.0

17.0

Table 5-5. Absolute resistivities at~T = 290 K for
CeInxSn3_x.
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'i
•*••,

200

Fig. 5-16. Resistiuities in the CeInxSn3_x system,
as a function of temperature. For the sake of clear-
ness the curves have been shifted vertically. The
absolute values at T = 290 K are given in table 5-5,
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100 200 300

Fig. 5-17. Extra resistivities Ap of CeInxSn3_x uith
x<1.5 after subtraction of the resistivity of LS
as a function of temperature.

i

temperature at uhich the maximum is found, is lowered.

If a correction for the phononcontribution is made, all

curves have negative slopes touards higher temperatures,

thus pointing at Kondo behaviour. The maximum and the

decrease at louer temperatures may partly be ascribed

to crystal field effects and partly to ordering effects.

5.6. Discussion.

5.6.1. Introduction.

In Ce^_xLaxIn2 ̂
n e ma9netic entropy As per mole cerium

is almost a constant, the linear coefficient "Y per mole

atoms behaves linearly as a function of x and the extra

resistivity Ap scales uith the cerium concentration (l-x)

as do the magnetic measurements (Dijkman, to be published);
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all the results point to a single-ion modified 4f beha-

viour in this system. The same is found/from magnetic

data for Ce1_xlaxSn3 (Dijkman et al. 1980). Therefore -

also because the 4f shell is not very extended in space -

UB think that all magnetic properties of Ce1_xi_axln3,

Ce1_xLaxSn3 and CeInxSn3_x have to be described within -

a single -ion model. Starting with the differences between

CeSn^ and Celn3» the behaviour of CeInxSn3_x can be ..

readily understood in terms of environment effects.! \

5 . 6 . 2 . C e , v L a « I n - 7 . - • ' - - -

In the Ce1_xLaxIn3 system the cerium atoms are always

surrounded by 12 In nearest neighbours and they are in

a magnetic 4f^ state, at low temperatures strongly coupled

to the conduction electrons.

Grobman (1972) already reports Ce in Laln3 to be a

Kondo ion. Indeed, the high temperature logarithmic

behaviour of the resistivity of Ce-^_xLaxIn3 shows that

the Kondo effect occurs for T >50 K (fig. 5-15). The

negative slopes in the Ap against In T plat are propor-

tional to (l-x) so that per cerium atom the slope is a

constant. At a temperature"of about 50~K, a maximum in

the resistivity is found-for all concentrations, caused

by crystalline field effects. Applying the theory of

Cornut and Coqblin (1972) we found reasonable fits with

Vkf = 0.07 e\l and a crystal field splitting AC£p = 50 K.

The fit for Ce
Q

is shown in fig. 5-18. The

value of Ac£p, 50 K, is much lower than the value deduced

from heat capacity data by van Diepen et al. (1971):

Aprp = 150 K. The latter value might be doubtful and is

certainly not unique, as can bs derived from their tables

which are not in accordance with their figures. Below

50 K, far the lower cerium concentrations, the second

upturn is found due to the Kondo effect of the crystal

field doublet groundstate. The heat capacity data confirm
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Fig. 5-18. Experimental and calculated electrical
resistivity of Ce^_xLaxIn3 against temperature,
plotted on a logarithmic scale. The draun curve is
calculated according to the theory of Cornut and
Coqblin (1972).

this theory, as broad anomalies are found for lou cerium

concentrations at temperatures of about 5 K.

Magnetic order exists for about x<0.5, that means

that more than half of the (OQQ) atoms have to be magnetic

(i.e. cerium) atoms. As the percolation limit points to

a value near x = 0,7, the interactions must be short-

range.

5.6.3. CeInxSn3_x.

In the CeInxSn3_x system environment effects play a

very important role.

For 2.5<x<3 the system exhibits magnetic order. The

magnetic entropy is not a constant but decreases uith

increasing tin content. This leads us to a simple model

uhere cerium atoms contribute kgln2 per atom to the en-

tropy if they take part in the magnetic ordering uhereas

this contribution is zero for other cases. This has to

be due to a competition between the exchange coupling

and Kondo coupling energies. It is supposed that it is

t c;

§:•
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dependent on the number of indium nearest neighbours: the

entropy is zero belou a certain critical value ncr££.

Figure 5-19 shous the entropy for this model, calculated

for ncrit = 10 and ncr£^. = 11, together uith the experi-

mental values. Because the Celng experimental value of

the entropy is not exactly equal to Rln2, ue have norma-

lized the calculated curves to the experimental Celn3

value. It can be seen that cerium surrounded by 11 or 12

indium atoms is really magnetic in the sense that it

contributes about kgln2 per atom to the entropy, 9 or

less indium neighbours cause a zero contribution; the

experimental and theoretical uncertainties make it impos-

sible to decide about 10 indium neighbours.

The ordering temperature goes to zero for x = 2.5.

From the entropy it can be seen that about one half of

the cerium atoms then is in a really magnetic state, the

same result as obtained in the Ce2_xLaxIn3 system.

The resistivity data show for x >2.1 at high tempera-

tures the Kondo effect; at lower temperatures the influ-

ence of the crystal field can be seen, together with

CeInxSn3_x

AS U/Kmol atoms)

— calculated
— exp.data

Fig. 5-19. Calculated and
experimental entropies in
the CeInxSn3_x system.

I
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ordering effects. The relative importance of these two

effects is not knoun, but certainly the crystal field

effects in Celn3 U ^ H De smeared out uith increasing tin

content. The x = 1.5 curve shows logarithmic behaviour

for T 50 K, again indicating the Kondo effect. For x< 1.5

a maximum is found in Ap as a function of temperature,

the same behaviour as found in the susceptibility data

(Dijkman et al. 1979). Above this temperature cerium is

still magnetic and shows a kind of Kondo behaviour, while

below the maximum the system has to be described as non-

magnetic or intermediate valent.

Starting from the CeSn3 side (x = 0) where cerium is

in an intermediate valent state at lou temperatures, the

system becomes nearer to the magnetic state as x increases.

This can be seen from the increase of the zero temperature

susceptibility, from the increase of Y as a function of

x and the decrease of the temperatures where the maxima

in the resistivity and the susceptibility are found. The

maximum values for y and x(0) are found for x = 1.1, i.e.

uhen most cerium atoms have 4 or 5 indium neighbours.

This seems to be a critical value for the constitution

of the intermediate valence state.

It makes no sense to derive from the heat capacities

densities of states as a function of concentration, be-

cause each alloy contains different atoms as to their

environment and therefore with different electronic struc-

ture. Nevertheless, ue can draw some conclusions. For

x = 1.1, ue found y = 66 mU/K^ mol at., which is (cor-

rected for a small Laln^ iSn^.g contribution) equal to

"Y = 259 mJ/K^ mol Ce. Neglecting electron-phonon coupling

effects, the average density of states would be

n(Ep) = 110 eV^/at. For critical cerium atoms the "local

density of states" will be much higher. If we think of

a resonance at Ep, its width then will be very small: of

the order of 0.01 e\l.

a";

•-M
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Uithin the Anderson-Coqblin model (see 2.2), the low ":

temperature state of CeSn2 can be described by assuming ;•

that the 4f level lies slightly above the Fermi-energy Ep {':

and causes a Lorentzian shaped resonance in the density of !-•.'

states. The increase of n(Ep) uith decreasing number of • fT

tin neighbours is explained by assuming that the 4f level !»; f

shifts towards Ep. At a critical value of the number of :'

tin neighbours (about 4 - 5) a transition takes place, ••

from above to belou Ep. As the distance between the 4f ; °\

level and Ep increases again, the density of states ,;

decreases. The shift of the 4f level uith respect to the

Fermi-level probably uill be due to the fact that tin

is more electronegative than indium.

5.6.4. Conclusions.

Single-ion and environment effects have been found

in the systems under investigation. y

Cerium surrounded by less than about 4 or 5 indium ;

neighbours behaves intermediate valent, uhereas 11 or 12 •

indium neighbours cause cerium to be really magnetic in i

the sense that it can order magnetically. Between these

tuo regions cerium behaves in a different uay; for almost ]

all concentrations the Kondo effect is found in a certain

temperature region.
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CHAPTER 6

THE CeTl3 SYSTEM

6.1. Introduction.

The properties of the intermetallic compounds CBAI3

and Celn^ are not completely understood at the moment.

Both shou a minimum in the resistivity as a function of

temperature and are sometimes announced to be dense Kondo

systems. It will need a lot of detailed experimental

and theoretical research to attain a good knouledge of

what is going an in these compounds. In that respect it

seemed uorthuhile to investigate the compound CeTl^ as

Tl is the last element in the H-A column of the periodic

system; CeTl^ is isaelectronic and isostructural with

the compounds mentioned above.

Up till nou there is not much reported on CeTl3 in

the literature. The Ce-Tl phase diagram is rather well

established (Moffat 197B)(fig. 6-1) including the lattice

parameter of CeTl3 at room temperature (iandelli I960,

Colombo and Dlcese 1963), but apart from that only the

magnetic susceptibility for temperatures from 90 K up

to 450 K is reported (Colombo and Olcese 1963, Sereni

et al. 1978). One reason for this small amount of infor-

mation might be that thallium is knoun to be highly

poisonous, another that CeTl^ is difficult to handle,

because it is very unstable in (moist) air.

In the*next section of this chapter ue uill give a

survey of the sample preparation. Thereafter ue uill

present the results of measurements of the susceptibility,

neutron diffraction, heat capacity, high field magnetiza-

tion and resistivity of CeT^. A discussion of these

results concludes the chapter.

From the data., it can be inferred that CeTl3 is full

i M
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Fig. 6-1. The phase diagram of Ce-Tl, according to
Moffat { )

ordered in the AUCU3 structure and that the cerium atoms

are in a triualent state. The crystalline electric field

splits the F5/2 ionic leuel into a louer lying doublet

and a quartet at about 65 K. The most striking result

is, that the exchange field changes sign uith temperature,

presumably as a consequence of the crystal fielr1 split-

ting.

6.2. Sample preparation.

Ue prepared five different batches of CeTl^. Each time

ue started by putting together ueighed amounts of cerium

(99.99 %) and thallium (99.999 %) in a molybdenum cru-

cible uhich uas sealed under argon atmosphere. Filling

of the crucible and handling of the batch were performed
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in an argon atmosphere glove box ta prevent the materials

from oxidizing.

Batch 1 (approximately 13 g) was obtained by heating

the crucible up to 1100 °C, keeping it at this tempera-

ture for one ueek and having it furnace cooled. This

procedure resulted in a number of "drops" of material

sticking to the inner uall of the crucible. On samples

out of this batch ue performed susceptibility and X-ray

diffraction measurements. The latter confirmed the

<''••

type of ordering of CeTlo uith a lattice parameter of

o °
4.77 A, but also shoued some faint reflections presumably

due to free thallium aoid CeOo.

Batch 2 uas obtained by' melting the remainder of

batch 1 in an argon arc furnace in order to obtain a

sample of adequate size for resistivity measurements.

Batch 3 (approximately 15 g) uas made in the same uay

as batch 2, but uith neu constituents, to'obtain a

massive sample for heat capacity measurements.

Batch 4 (approximately 55 g) uas prepared in 5 dif-

ferent crucibles especially for neutron diffraction

measurements. In order to obtain each of the ingots in

a massive form, the crucibles uere first heated up to

350 C to dissolve the cerium into the molten thallium.

After a feu hours the temperature uas raised to about

: 1250 QC, uhere ue kept it for three days. Then the cru-

;'; cibles uere furnace cooled. The resulting ingots uere

| massive lumps uhich could be taken loose from the cru-

..| cible rather easily. After crushing them into grains uith

j|- average dimensions in the order of 2 mm, an explorative

f- neutron diffraction scan shoued a very large degree of

|f preferred oriuntation. /Therefore the batch uas crushed

j. again into grains of dimensions less than 0.5 mm, after

I uhich the preferred orientation uas negligible,

f- The constituents of batch 5, finally, uere heated up

V to 350 °C for a feu hours and subsequently to 1100 °C,
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then the product was furnace cooled, and in another fur-

nace heated up to 1350 °C for half an hour and furnace

cooled. On crushed samples of this batch ue performed

a second measurement of the susceptibility as a function

of temperature (the results essentially reproduced those

on the batch 1 sample) and measurements of the magneti-

zation in high magnetic fields,

6.3, Magnetic susceptibility.

The magnetic susceptibilities of CeTlg from 1.6 K to

293 K in fields up to 1,3 T for the tuo different samples

out of batch 1 and 5 coincide; the results are shown in

figure 6-2, uhere they have been corrected for a conduc-

tion electron term, taken to be equal to the susceptibi-

lity of LaTl3, X(LaTl3) = Q.99*10-
10 m3/mol at (or in

cgs units 7.9xlO~° emu/mol at) (taken from Bucher et al.

1968} and a van Uleck susceptibility due to the higher

30|-

20-

10

0^
0

X~1
orr(106molCe/m3) ^

^ T(K)

10

X"orrl106molCe/m3)

T(K)

100 200 300

Fig. 6-2. Inverse magnetic susceptibility of g
as a function of temperature. The data are corrected
for a conduction electron contribution, taken equal
to x(LaTl3) (Bucher et al. 1968) and a van Uleck
susceptibility due to the higher 3 = 7/2 multiplet,
adding up to 9.6K1C)-10 m3/mol Ce.
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Fig. 6-3. Typical magnetization curves for
at T = 1.6 K and T = 4.2 K.

3 = 7/2 multiplet, about 1.41xlQ~10 m3/mol at, adding up

to a correction of 2.4xlQ"10 m3/mol at = 9.6xlO"1D m3/mol Ce,

At temperatures from 3.8 - 293 K the magnetization curues

are straight lines in fields up to 1 T, whereas at louer

temperatures they are curving upward (fig. 6-3).

.30

ft.-

X"1(106molCe/m3;
Cerium ions

Fig. 6-4. Experimental and calculated inverse suscep-
tibilities as a function of temperature for Ce^+ ions.
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•_; Above 1QQ K the susceptibility shous Curie-Ueiss -

behaviour, uith an effective moment of 2.47 ±Q.03 Jig and -

a high temperature paramagnetic Curie temperature

A = -9±2 K, close to the values reported by Colombo

and Dlcese (1963): p.efp = 2.40 |lg and •& = -4 K. - -

Belou 100 K apparently crystal field effects appear.

In figure 6-4 some calculated theoretical susceptibility

curves are given together with the experimental one: the;

susceptibility of free Ce^+ ions uith 3 = 5/2 and g = 6/7,

the susceptibility of the crystal field groundstate--.....

doublet uith 3 = l/2 and g = 10/7, and tuo typical sus-

ceptibility curves calculated for Ce^+ in a crystal field

uith a splitting A-rr between the lowest lying doublet H,

and the higher quartet H, of 60 K and 110 K, respectively.

The doublet lying louest is supported by the heat capa-

city and magnetization data (sections 6.5 and 6.6). From

our calculations us derive Apc-p = 60 ± 5 K. An exact fit

can not be made, even including a (negative) molecular

field. The lou temperature data (but T >4 K) do not at

all extrapolate to •& = -9 K, but to a value near to zero

or even slightly positive.

At T.. = 3.85 K there is a cusp in the susceptibility,

suggesting some kind of an antiferromagnetic ordering

(fig. 6-2).

6.4. Neutron diffraction.

Neutron diffraction on a sample of batch 4 has been

performed at ECN-. in Petten at T = 1.2 K, 4.2 K and 300 K

in order to determine both crystallographic ordering'

(and lattice parameter) and magnetic ordering. The results

for T = 1.2 K and 300 K are given in fig. 6-5; the spectra

far T = 1.2 K and T = 4.2 K uere identical. All reflec-

tions corresponding to the AuCug structure of CeTlg are

present, and from a fitting procedure ue could derive

that the crystallographic ordering uas complete.

! - - •

1 •
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Fig. 6-5. Neutron diffraction patterns for CeTl3
(batch 4) at T = 300 K (above) and T = 1.2 K (belou).
In both patterns the computerfit almost coincides
with the measured points. Also the other contribu-
tions (Tl, MO, S.S.: stainless steel of the cryostat)
are indicated.

The lattice parameters for CeTlg are: a(300 K) = 4.7674 A,

a(l.2 K) = a(4.2 K) = 4.7464 A. The room temperature

values are in good agreement uith those reported by Ian-

delli (1960): a = 4.767 A, and by Colombo and Olcese

(1963): a = 4.771 A.

The remaining (small) nfaxima can be ascribed to free

thallium and molybdenum (from small parts of the crucible).

There are no observable magnetic reflections. The

reason might be that the magnetic order in CeTlj, like

in many other cBrium compounds, is of a very complicated

type, this could lead to a large unit cell and consequently

t§ magnetic reflections at very small scattering anglss,

uhich are hard to make visible.

- - "S '-•
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Fig. 6-6. Molar heat capacities of CeTl^ as a function
of temperature in various magnetic fields.
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r"ig. 6-7. l̂ olar heat capacities of CeTl^ as a function
of temperature for B = 0 and B = 5 T.
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6.5. Heat capacity, . : -... - \ ..j __ _;/_"

The heat capacity of CeTl^ has been measured from —'--"-—

1.7 - 2Q K in various magnetic fields ranging from Q to

5 T (fig. 6-6 and 6-7) i

In zero field there is a peak in the -.heat capacity...

at about 3,6 K. Although it is not shaped like abnormal

lambda type anomaly, ue attribute it to :the onset of

magnetic ordering in view of the results", of other types

of measurements. It is difficult to obtain the entropy

values connected with the magnetic transition. First,

because an estimate of the lattice heat capacity of CeTl^

is difficult to make as ue do not know the heat capacity

of LaTlj in the whole temperature region. In the literature

only law temperature results (2 - 4 K) for LaTl3 can be

found, characterized by y = 3.35 m3/K mol atoms and

•9n(Q) = 144 K (Bucher et al. 1968). And second, because

already at low temperatures a Schottky contribution of

thB crystal field splitting can be present. At 8 K ue

find for the entropy of CeTl3 after subtraction of the

literature data of LaTlj and their extrapolations, a

value of S(8 K) = 1.43 3/K mol atoms = 5.72 O/K mol Ce,

very close to the value for a Zeeman doublet: Rln2, which

is equal to 5.76 3/K mol, thus confirming the Fq doublet

lying lowest. In connection with the above mentioned

uncertainties, the linear coefficient y can not be deter-

mined in a straightforward way, but it certainly will

not differ much from the value for LaTl~: 3.35 mJ/K^mol at.

The measurements jLn a magnetic field show a decreasing

transition temperature T^ - here defined as the tempera-

ture above the maximum where the heat capacity shows a

kink - with increasing field (fig. 6-8). In a field of

5 T there is no indication of magnetic ordering down to

1.3 K. Consequently the heat capacity is expected to

show a Schottky anomaly, caused by the splitting of the

crystal field ground state doublet by the magnetic field.
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Fig. 6-8. Magnetic transition temperatures Tpj for
CeTlg as a function of magnetic field as derived
from heat capacity (open circles) and magnetization
(full circle).
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Fig. 6-9. Experimental and calculated magnetic heat
capacity curves for CeTlg in various magnetic fields.
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In figure 6-9 the 5 T curve is shoun, together uith the

Schottky tuo lauel curve for a splitting A of 8.39 K.

The Schottky fit is very good, taking into account that

only one parameter, A, has been used. The heat capacity

of the maximum is exactly equal to the theoretical value

for a doublet, C = 3.65 3/K mol. However, the splitting

as derived for the doublet, uith g = 10/7, 3 = l/2 and

B = 5 T, can be calculated to be 4.80 K. Therefore ue

are led to the introduction of a (ferromagnetic) internal

field of about 3.7 T to account for this splitting. The

same fitting procedure uas used for the curves in louer

magnetic fields, above the ordering temperatures (see

also fig. 6-9). The A values and the extra internal fields

are shoun in figure 6-10. It seems that there is a large

internal field already for zero field. However, for the

magnetic fields above 3 T we think this interpretation,

and consequently the calculated splitting A, is right,

but belou 3 T the results are doubtful in the sense that

the fitted values for A are too large. In the fitting

Fig. 6-10. The level splitting A and the internal
field B i n t as a function of the applied field.
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procedure no account has been taken for short range ,!

ordering just above the transition temperature. At least ;

a part of the extra heat capacity in the lou fields )

should be described by this phenomenon. f

Above T = 7 K there is a difference between the cal- I

culated and the experimental curve, which increases uith t

increasing temperature. This is due to the crystal field •';

splitting betueen the doublet f~- and the quartet Fg, , I

which can be found to be about 65 K. Exact calculations

can not be made, because the uncertainty in the lattice ^

contribution is too large. . )\

At this point it seems interesting to compare the

properties of CeTlg uith those of Ce-^_xLaxAl2 (Steglich

1977 and references cited herein). In this system cerium

is also in a cubic environment, crystal field split uith

the doublet lowest. For the higher cerium concentrations :

the system orders antif erramagnetically (e.g. for CeA^l

Tw = 3.87 K and for CeQ 7LaQ>3Al2: T"N = 1.92 K). The

j behaviour of the heat capacity in a magnetic field is

similar to that of CeTlg. Uith increasing field the peak

at TM is shifted towards lower temperatures and finally

disappears, whereas a broadened Schottky anomaly appears.

To describe this anomaly an effective g value, geff» was

introduced; for x = 0.3: 9ePf = 2.3 and for CeAl2 (extra-

polated): geff = 2.8 (Bredl et al. 1978). These values

f lead to internal fields of the same order of magnitude

| as found for CeTlj. The effective g values show a linear

I dependence on the cerium concentration, and therefore

| it is concluded that the high value of gepp originates

I* from an effective ferromagnetic coupling between the

£ cerium ions, which enhances thB applied magnetic field.

| For high x values (e.g. x = 0.9936 and x = 0.985)

f. is not field dependent, and it is assumed that for small

I x the same is true. However, a description in terms of

; an effective g factor should also lead to an enhancement
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of the magnetization, uhich is not found in CeAl2 (Barbara

et al. 1975), nor in CeTl3 (this uork). Therefore ue

reject this description of the phenomena in

6,6. Magnetization in high magnetic fields.

The field dependence of the magnetization in fields

up to 34 T at 1.3 K and 4.2 K is shown in figure 6-11.

The magnetization curves in the not ordered state are

qualitatively as expected: a term Or arising from the

magnetization of the Py doublet, described by

1.5 aljJg/Ceatom)

'4

Fig. 6-11. Magnetization of CeTl3 as a function of
magnetic field at T = 1.3 K and T = 4.2 K. The solid
lines are calculated uith a crystal field splitting
of 60 K, averaged over the three principal axes, the
broken line uith a splitting of 110 K.
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|r uith 3 = l/2 and spectroscopic splitting factor g = 10/7,

i uhich saturates at a value dpi sat = 0.714 (ig/Ce atom,
:> and a term Or- uhich is an anisotropic field induced
'. ' 8

. van Vleck type contribution of the higher lying levels -

in this case the Pg quartet - uhich is strongly dependent

on the value of the crystal field splitting AC£p. At

I T = 1.3 K, i.e. belou the ordering temperature, the mag-

l netization is curved upuard in low fields, linear in the

region 1 - 4.5 T and the antiferromagnetic ordering is

broken above 5 T.

As shoun in the appendix, ue have calculated the mag-

netization for Ce + ions in a cubic crystal field for

different crystal field splittings ACE-p. From resistivity

and susceptibility ue know that the value of A ^ p is

about 60 K in CeTl3. Unfortunately, the magnetization is

anisotropic, so that theoretical and experimental results

can not be compared in a straightforuard uay. Therefore

ue took an average value over the three principal axes.

In fig. 6-11 O t h is shoun at T = 4.2 K and 1.2 K, for

^CEF = ^ ^ ar>d 110 K, together uith the experimental

points. It can be seen that no reasonable fit can be

obtained; the curve uith Ar^p = H O K is given because

at least in high fields the experimental and calculated

curves coincide.

If ue take account of the magnetic interactions between

the ions by introducing a molecular field Bma]_ ue have to

replace B by an effective field B e f f uith

Beff = Ba + Bmol (6-2)

where Bg is the applied magnetic field.

From fig. 6-11 it can be seen that uith ACpp = 60 K
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Fig, 6-12. Molecular Fields BmQi aa a function of
magnetization 0 at T = 1.3 K ana T = 4.2 K.

far T = 1.3 K a negative molecular field is needed to

describe the magnetization of CeTlj in the ordered state,

as expected for an antiferromagnet. Also above 5 T, where

the ordering is broken, the molecular field is negative.

The molecular field is shown as a function of the mag-

netization in figure 6-12. The 4.2 K data in high fields

can be described also with a negative molecular field

with almost the same magnetization dependence, but at

low fields it is positive.

6.7. Electrical resistivity.

The electrical resistivity of CeTlr, has been measured

from 1.2 - 300 K and is shown in figure 6-13. Because of

the irregular shape of the sample and the chemical insta-

bility when exposed to air, the formfactor and consequently

the absolute values of the resistivity could not be

determined better than within 20 %, but the relative

accuracy is better than 0,5 %.

As can be seen from the low temperature insert, the

sample became superconducting below T = 2.37 K, the tran-

sition temperature of pure thallium. The cusp at about
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Fig. 6-13. Electrical resistivity of CeTl3 as a
function of temperature.

4 K indicates the magnetic ordering, the steep rise above

10 K can be attributed to crystalline electric field

effects and the linear part above 100 K can be ascribed

to phonon scattering. It uiould be useful to compare the

latter uith the resistivity of LaTl3 but, unfortunately,

this has not been measured. Ue compare it then uith the

resistivity of Lalng uhich is also linear between 100 K

and 300 K (fig. 5-13), uith a smaller slope than for

. In this temperature range the phonon contribution
•I rj

to the resistivity is proportional to M <dg T, where

PI is the molecular mass and -5Q the Debye temperature.

The values for Laln3 are: -&n(0) = 220 K (this work),

1*1 = 120.84 g, and for LaTl3: -&D(0) = 144 K (Bucher et al.

1968), 1*1 = 188.01 g, so that the resistivity of LaTl3

and consequently of CeTlg uill have a steeper slope than

100
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Fig. 6-14. The various contributions to the resis
tivity of CeTlj: po is a constant resistivity due
to defects or impurities, p_n is the phonon term
and pQ^p the crystal field term.

g, in agreement with our data.

If Lie extrapolate the phonon contribution to T = 0

and ue subtract this contribution from the experimental

data, ue can make an estimate for the crystal field

contribution. It is shown in figure 6-14. If ue compare

this contribution uith the theory of Rao and Wallace

(1970), ue find an acceptable fit uithA C E F = 60 K.

6.B. Discussion.

Apart from the type of magnetic ordering and conse-

quently the internal fields, CeTl^ seems to be a normal

compound.

Ce in CeTlg can be described by a 3 = 5/2, g = 6/7

configuration, which splits in the cubic crystal field

in a louer lying doublet Fj and a higher quartet Fg.
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The properties of the doublet can be described by 3 = l/2,

g = 10/7. This is confirmed by the magnetization measure-

ments, uhich yield at low temperatures 0.71 [LQ as the

saturation moment, equal to g3u,g = 5/7 (ig. The entropy

Rln2 and the Schottky behaviour for tuo levels also con-

firm that the doublet is the lowest lying level. The

crystal field splitting Â f-p can be derived from the

magnetic susceptibility, the electrical resistivity and

the heat capacity to be about 60 K.

Because the structure of the magnetic order could not

be established, ue tried to describe the magnetic proper-

ties in a molecular field model for a simple antiferro-

magnetic structure, with (negative) exchange interactions

3-̂  between nearest neighbours and (positive) exchange

interactions ]n between second nearest neighbours. In our

case, uith 6 n.n. and 12 second n.n., this leads to

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)
23(3 + 1)

(-631 + 1239)

where B n̂j.(l) is the molecular field on spin B-̂ , d^j is

the high temperature paramagnetic Curie temperature and

T|yj is the N^el temperature. From the high temperature

part of the susceptibility ue find -&H-|- = ~
9 K» whereas

Tpj = 3.9 K. From expressions (6.4) and (6.5) us can cal-

culate 3j/kB = - 0.778 K and 32/kQ = 0.261 K. Uith these

parameters ue also can determine a lou temperature Curie

temperature -fr̂y as •&, ~ = -2 K, roughly consistent with

the found value: near zero. Uithin this model we can also

calculate the spin-flip field:

•flip • " ^ i (6.6)
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Uith 3 = 1/2 and Dj/kQ = -0.77B K ue find B f l i p = 9.7 T

uhich has to be compared uith the experimental value

Bflip( e xP)~ 5 T«

Up to this point qualitatively theoretically calculated

and experimentally found values correspond uith each

other. However, the mast striking result, viz. thB positive

molecular field just above the ordering temperature as

found from the magnetization measurements and the positive

field above the spin-flip field found from heat capacity

measurements, can not be accounted for within this model.

The neutron scattering results, indeed, suggest that the

magnetic order is not as simple as assumed in this model.

This is supported by the fact that a number of R.E.In^

compounds order antiferromagnetically in a complex way.

Maybe much more detailed neutron diffraction studies can

give information about the type of magnetic structure.

From the high temperature susceptibility, leading to

a negative "&HT» u e find a negative molecular field,

whereas at lou temperatures (but not in the ordered state)

a positive field is found. This suggests that the exchange

parameters 3-, and ^ change uith temperature or that the

exchange parameters for the doublet and the quartet are

different.

Another mechanism uhich can cause "strange" internal

fields is the concept of anisotropic exchange, caused

by higher order exchange terms, such as S^S2 (Birgenau
et al. 1969, Cooper and Vogt 1971). This can give rise

to a molecular field, to be described as

BmQj_ = Aj_O + A3O + ... . (6.7)

To say more about the validity of this concept is not

possible at this stag^. of knowledge. It is being invest-

gated whether a single crystal of CeTlg can be made to

give more information about the internal fields.

-J

.'•4
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Ths effect of the conduction electrons on the magneti-

zation of the system, is unknown. In Gd it is known that

the saturation value of 7 \i.Q can be exceeded by 0,6 u,g

just by the positive coupling of the conduction electrons

to the magnetic moments. It might be possible that in

the case of CeTlg an antifarromagnetic coupling lowers

the magnstization, although 0.28 |lg at 34 T seems to be

a large value.

To draw conclusions from the magnetization measure-

ments on polycrystalline samples is still vary difficult

because of ths large numbsr of unknown factors which

influence the magnetization. Ue think that measurements

of the magnetization of single crystals of CBTI3 might

possibly solve some of the problems still left in this

chapter.

j •<•.
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CHAPTER 7

THE Yb1_xYxCuAl SYSTEM AND RELATED SYSTEMS

7.1. Introduction.

In the past decade a large number of Yb intermetallic

compounds has been studied in the Natuurkundig Laborato-

rium, mainly concerning the magnetic properties. An

extensive survey of these has been given in the thesis

of Klaasse (1977), where also the valence of ytterbium

in these compounds can be found.

Having investigated YbAlo in uhich Yb, based on lattice

parameter data at room temperature, has a valence of

about 2.6, and YbCu2 in uhich Yb is closer to diwalency

uith a valence of 2.45, it seemed also interesting to

investigate the ternary compound YbCuAl.

Although the lattice parameter at room temperature

of YbCuAl indicated trivalent Yb, i.e. not at all inter-

mediate between YbAl2 and YbCu2» this compound revealed

a large number of interesting properties since fattens

started his investigations a feu years ago and YbCuAl

became one of the most striking examples of an inter-

mediate valence compound. The transition from lou tempe-

rature non-magnetic behaviour to high temperature local

moment behaviour takes place at such a temperature (~30 K)

that both phases can be conveniently studied in a broad

temperature range. This has been done by means of measure-

ments of the susceptibility, the field dependence of

the magnetization up to 34 T (fattens et al. 1977), the

lou temperature heat capacity, the electrical resistivity

(this work), the lattice parameter as a function of

temperature and magnetovalume effects (Rattens 1980),

inelastic neutron scattering (flattens 1980) and nuclear

magnetic resonance (MacLaughlin et al. 1979). Also the

effects upon alloying uith Y and Gd uere studied (fattens
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et al. 1979). An extensive survey of all experiments on

YhCuAl and related compounds can be found in the thesis

of Flattens (1980).

The first spectacular result of the investigations

on YbCuAl was its very high constant susceptibility at

lou temperatures, and the question arose whether this

was a consequence of a large electronic density of states

at the Fermi level. Therefore we decided to perform

measurements of the heat capacity at low temperatures

to obtain an estimate for this density of states. The

linear term turned out to be extremely large, indeed

suggesting a high density of states, presumably from a

hybridized 4f band. However, the results of the magnetic

measurements of a large number of Yb-compounds could be

explained by a single-ion configurational model of de

Chatel (1977) (Klaasse, 1977). This model does not account

for any conduction electron term or density of states,

but yields for the heat capacity only a Schottky-type

anomaly with zero slope at zero temperature. Therefore

it also became interesting to make measurements up to

higher temperatures to observe a possible Schottky maxi-

mum, and to investigate the properties of Yb^_xYxCuAl

and Ybn Sc CuAl compounds, in which the Y and Sc as non-

magnetic atoms break the periodicity of the Yb atoms in

the lattice. In this way we hoped to be able to decide

whether a single-ion model or a band-like theory is

appropriate to describe Yb in YbCuAl.

In the first part of this chapter we will give a short

review of the results of some measurements as they have

been published so far. The next part contains the results

of the heat capacity measurements and resistivity measure-

ments which were made in our group on YbCuAl and some

substituted alloys. A short discussion of these results

against the background of the other, magnetic, data

completes the chapter.
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7.2. Short reuieu of previous results,

YbCuAl crystallizes in the hexagonal FeoP-structure

(Duight et al. 1968, Oesterreicher 1973) in uhich each

Yb atom has the same environment. Because of the lack of

data about the ternary phase diagram, it gave some problems

to obtain single-phase samples. After a number of attempts

(Rattens 1975) fattens succeeded in producing the YbCuAl

phase in pure form (Flattens et al. 1977), after which

the measurements were reproducible.

Results of the susceptibility of YbCuAl (Flattens et

al. 1977) show (fig. 7-1) typical intermediate valence

behaviour: at temperatures below 8 K the susceptibility

has a large, temperature independent, value X(u) with

X(Q) = 320xlcr9 m3/mol Yb (* 25.5*1CT3 emu/mol Yb), at

Tm = 28 K a maximum occurs and-at higher temepratures

a Curie-Ueiss lau is follcued uith an effective moment

M-eff = 4.35 lig/Yb atom and a paramagnetic Curie tempera-

ture -ftp = 34 K. measurements of the magnetization 0 at

T = 4.2 K in high magnetic fields up to 34 T shou a linear

Fig. 7-1. Magnetic susceptibility of YbCuAl as a
function of temperature.
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behaviour up to 14 T, above which there is an upward

"-.:_ .r.-_::._-. curvature of o against B.

""-•' A qualitative explanation of these magnetic properties

has been given in terms of an ionic model with two con- v~

figurational levels uith a mixing interaction betueen

them (de Chatel et al. 1977). This model accounts for all

features described above, and gives also a correlation

betueen Tm and x(
D) : t n e higher Tm, the lower x(°)- This

:! correlation is obeyed by all Yb compounds, including

; YbCuAl - (Klaasse\1977). In such a two level model the

energy difference^betueen^the-tuo ;canfigurational states

of YbCuAl can be estimated from^the magnetic measurements

to be roughly 80 K.

Lattice parameter measurements as a function of tempe-

rature (fattens 19BQ) yield for temperatures up to 60 K

a negative thermal expansion, uhich indicates the gradual

transition to trivalent Yb (which is smaller than divalent

Yb) with increasing temperature.

: To investigate the validity of the configurational

single-ion model, YbCuAl has been diluted by substituting

• Y for Yb. Magnetic measurements on the Yb^_xYxCuAl system

(flattens et al. 1979) shou that Y only dilutes the system,

'• but leaves the characteristic features almost the same,

even up to a concentration of 99 % Y, thus strongly sug-

gesting the single-ion picture.

j 7.3, Heat capacity.

i 7.3.1. Heat capacity of YbCuAl and YCuAl.

Ji Heat capacity measurements on YbCuAl and YCuAl were

• at first performed between 1.2 K and 20 K, in zero field
i

[ and in a magnetic field of 4 T (fig. 7-2). The YbCuAl

I' measurements were made on two different bulk samples (as

j" all other samples prepared by fattens) of 3 g and 5 g,

f respectively, of which the rata coincided within 0.5 %.

\ The heat capacity of YbCuAl, plotted as c/T versus T2,
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Fig. 7-2. Temperature dependence of the molar heat
capacities of YbCuAl and YCuAl.

yields a straight line up to T = 300 K , so that in

this temperature region its heat capacity can be described

by C = "YT + PT . The linear coefficient y is very high:

y = 85 m3/K2mol atoms or y = 255 m3/K2mol Yb. As the

results of the measurements on YCuAl yield

y = 1.93 m3/K mol atoms, one can ascribe almost the uhole

YbCuAl value to an extra Yb 4f electron contribution.

The data in a magnetic field of 4 T shou that this con-

tribution is not field dependent, up to 4 T.
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Qne might expect to find almost the same molar lattice

heat capacity for YbCuAl and YCuAl3, uhich is certainly

not the case. The Debye temperatures at zero temperature

are #D(D) (YbCuAl) a 211 K and -dD(0) (YGuAl) = 350 K. The >

difference could still be due to very large phonon effects

playing a role in the intermediate valence problems. As

it uas unlikely that the linear heat capacity would \

remain linear up to much higher temperatures, because

the entropy due to the high y soon uould be too large

(already at 72 K the entropy from y reaches the value

of...the maximum high-temperature magnetic .entropy ,:Rln9,

Qhich is expected for a 3 = 7/2 magnetic :level and a

non-magnetic groundstate), ue decided to extend our

measurements to temperatures of about 40 K. Indeed, the

YbCuAl measurement gave as a result that the extra part

of the heat capacity reaches a maximum at T = 28 K and

then slowly decreases at higher temperatures. This can

be seen from figure 7-3, in uhich the heat capacity of

YCuAl is subtracted from that of YbCuAl to correct for

the lattice contribution.

si
iff

s

3 - &C|J/Kmolatoms)

YbCuAl - VCuAl

TIKI

20

Fig. 7-3. Extra molar heat capacity of YbCuAl after
subtraction of that of YCuAl as function of T.

. i
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Fig. 7-4. Extra molar heat capacity of YbCuAl after
subtraction of that of LuCuAl as measured by Pott
et al. (1978) and after subtraction of that of YCuAl
(this uork), as a function of temperature.

Recently, Pott et al. (1978) have published heat

capacity data on YbCuAl and LuCuAl from 4 - 3DD K. Al-

though their tuo YbCuAl samples gave results uhich uere

substantially different from each other and the accuracy

of their measurements belou 20 K is low, they offer very

useful information about the heat capacity at higher

temperatures. In figure 7-4 the extra part of the heat

capacity of YbCuAl after subtraction of that of LuCuAl

is given as measured from 4 K up to 200 K by Pott et al.

(1978). The general features of the lou temperature data,

linear behaviour and a maximum, are the same for our

measurements and Pott's (fig. 7-4). Our maximum, however,

is higher, uhich can be attributed to the fact that

Pott's sample uas not pure YbCuAl; this is also supported

by their entropy value, derived from the total area under

the peak, uhich uas 10 % less than the expected value of

Rln9.
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7.3.2. Heat capacity of Ybi,xYxCuAl.

In YbCuAl, Y uas substituted far Yb to see uhat the

influence is of breaking up the periodicity of the Yb

sublattice, increasing the distance between tuo adjacent

Yb atoms. Fortunately, Yb^_xYxCuAl exists for all x as

a single phase (fattens et al. 1979). The lattica para-
Q

meters a and c vary linearly from a(YbCuAl) = 6,92 A

and c(YbCuAl) = 4.DO A to a(YCuAl) = 7,04 A and

c(YCuAl) = 4.03 A (fattens et al. 1979). If a change of

the properties of Yb by this volume effect mould take

place, it has to drive Yb to a more divalent character,

because of the larger ionic radius of divalent Yb, but

the linearity of the lattice parameter as a function of

x suggests that there uill be no change at all.

Measurements of the heat capacity uere made for the

YbgScjCuAl

YbCuAl

T2(K2)

1000 1500

Fig. 7-5. Temperature dependence of the molar heat
capacities in the YbCuAl system.
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compositions x = 0, 0.2, 0.7 and 1. Because of the

brittleness of the x = 0.2 and 0.7 samples, only pieces

which ueighed 1 g all together could be glued to the

sample holder. This means that it uas not possible to

measure samples uith x near to 1 as the heat capacity of

the sample then becomes too small uith respect to all

addenda (sample holder, GE varnish) and consequently the

accuracy becomes too low to conclude about the Yb proper-

ties in these samples.

The results of the measurements are given in fig. 7-5.

It can easily be seen that substituting Y for Yb only

dilutes the substance and does not markedly affect the

Yb properties. This is again reflected in fig. 7-6, uhere

the linear term Y» plotted versus x, gives a straight

line , the same result as found for X(0) in susceptibility

measurements (fattens et al. 1979). The fact that Y only

dilutes YbCuAl justifies in some way the procedure in

7.3.1 to subtract the molar heat capacity of YCuAl from

that of YbCuAl to eliminate the lattice contribution.

The lou temperature upturn in the heat capacity of the

x = 0.7 sample is due to paramagnetic impurities - e.g.

a small amount of a second phase, trivalent Yb in Yb203

or due to high local pressure at grain boundaries or

100 . 7(mJ/K2molatoms)

Yb,.xYxCuAI

Fig. 7-6. The linear coef-
ficient "Y of the molar heat
capacity as a function of
x in YbjL_xYxCuAl.
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other surrounding effects - as can be seen by the

broadening of the peak and the shift towards higher :

temperatures if measured in a magnetic field of 5 T. From

magnetic measurements it can be seen that in most Yb

compounds YbnOg is present uith a concentration of the

order of 1 atomic percent (Klaasse 1977). Pure YbCuAl is

an exception and has apparently no trivalent ytterbium

impurities,-but only.-10 % Y .instead of Yb introduces them

again. - " -.

7.3.3. Heat capacity of ah Yb^_7xScxCuAl sample.

The ionic radius of Sc__is much smaller than that of Y:

r(Sc3+) = 0.732 A, r(Y3+) = 0.B93 A. Consequently a

change in properties of Yb might be expected if Sc is

substituted for Yb in YbCuAl. Such a change i'*< even more

likely, because the lattice parameters of Yb^_xScxCuAl

compounds are smaller than could be expected from Uegard's

law (fattens, private communication). It is only possible

to make compounds in the Ybi_xScxCuAl system up to a

concentration of about x = 0.2.

The heat capacity of a sample uith x = 0.1 is given

in figure 7-5. It can be seen that the properties are

drastically changed with respect to those of YbCuAl: a

linear term y = 111 m3/K mol atoms can be derived, whereas

the slope in the C/T versus T^ plot is much lower. The

heat capacity is field independent up to 5 T, except

for the small paramagnetic impurity tail at the lowest

temperatures which is broadened and shifted towards higher

temperatures in a magnetic field.

7.3.4. Heat capacity of an Yb1-xGdxCuAl sample.

To investigate the possibility of giant moment forma-

tion in YbCuAl, a sample has been made in which 1 at %

Yb uas replaced by Gd. The results of the measurements

on this x = 0.01 sample, in zero field and in a magnetic

field of 4 T, are given in fig. 7-5 and fig. 7-7.
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Fig. 7-7. Temperature dependence of the malar heat
capacity of Yb ngGd g^CuAl with and without applied
magnetic fieldl

The linear term y is 89 mD/K^mol atoms, which is 5 %

higher than in pure YbCuAl. Below 10 K the heat capacity

in a magnetic field is larger than that in zero field;

above 10 K there is no difference. If ye subtract the

zero field data from the data in a magnetic field, ue can

obtain an entropy that can be associated with.the pre-

sence of the Gd atoms in YbCuAl. Because ue do not know

exactly how to extrapolate to T = 0, ue can only give a

rough estimate of it. The entropy thus derived is

12 - 15 Z)/K mol Gd, which is near the value Rln8 = 17 3/Kmal

for trivalent paramagnetic Gd atoms. There is no evidence

for giant moment formation, the same conclusion as drawn

from susceptibility measurements (fattens et al. 1979).

7.4. Electrical resistivity of YbCuAl and YCuAl.

Because of the brittle character and the appearance

of cracks in the samples, it is very hard to make absolute

measurements of the resistivity, as the form factor can
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not be determined from the outer dimensions. Still it is

useful to measure the resistivity as a function of tBmpe- ~

rature. -:-.

The results of the measurements between 1.2 K and

300 K are shown in fig. 7-B, Both compounds have very high

residual resistivities, probably due to imperfections

introduced during the preparation of the samples. If we

neglect these residual resistivities and ye subtract the

temperature dependent part of the resistivity of YCuAl

as -the phonon contribution -from- the resistivity^of YbCuAl,

ue get an extra resistivity Ap of'YbCuAl,.which shows ;a

peak around T = 60 K. This might be due to a scattering

100 200 300

Fig. 7-8. Resistivities of YbCuAl and YCuAl as a
function of temperature.
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caused by spinfluctuations or a resonance level lying

near EF.

The behaviour found for YbCuAl seems to be typical

for intermediate valence compounds.

7«5. Short discussion.

The linear temperature dependence of the heat capacity

of YbCuAl suggests that at low temperatures the ground-

state of Yb can be described in a band model. In this

case -y is connected to the density of states at the Fermi

level, n(Ep), via the relation

y = YTt2k^(l+X)n(EF) (7.1)

where (l+X) is the electron-phonon enhancement factor

Unfortunately, X is not known, so that n(Ep) can not

exactly be calculated; taking X = 0 ue can give an upper

limit for n(Ep). The value thus derived for n(Ep) is :

n(Ep) = 109 eVVYb atom.

The susceptibility at zero temperature, X(u)> i-s equal

to

X(0) = HQ^.D.n(EF) (7.2)

uhare D is the Stoner exchange enhancement factor. For

YbCuAl x(°) = 320xlQ"9 m3/mol Yb (£ 25.5«10~3 emu/mol Yb)

(fattens et al. 1977), corresponding to a lower limit

for the enhancement factor D of 7.2.

The differences between the coefficients of the cubic

terms in the heat capacities of YbCuAl and YCuAi are

caused by higher order terms of the electronic heat capa-

city, fattens (198(3) shows that a substantial part of

has an electronic1 origin.

qualitatively all magnetic properties of Yb compounds

can be described within an extended two configurational

level model (de Chatel et al. 1977). For the heat
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"capacity then a Schottky type anomaly is expected, with ].

a maximum around T = 0.3 AE, where AE is the energy ;.

difference between the 4f14 ground state and the 4f

excited state. Indeed such type of peak was. found at 28 K

by us as well as by Pott (Pott et al. 1978)(fig. 7-3 and .

7-4). The exact shape of the Schottky curve depends very '••

much upon the energy scheme of the eight levels in the '

4f^ configuration. According to Pott, the entropy con-

nected with the peiak is 0.9Rln9, but due to the inaccuracy

of the determination of the;_entropy and the fact that

Pott's samples do not consist of pure YbCuAl, this is

consistent with Rln9 for the magnetic entropy. Our data, :;

although only for temperatures below 40 K, show a some-

what larger heat capacity than Pott found (fig. 7-4), thus }

confirming this entropy. ;

The problem remains how to understand the high linear

term in the heat capacity, because a real Schottky anomaly

has a zero slope at zero temperature. The problem probably

can be solved by taking into account hybridization between

the ionic configurations and the conduction electrons, t

which gives rise to an extra density of states at the --\

Fermi energy. ,1

Another solution for this problem may be found within ?J

the interconfigurational fluctuations concept (Uohlleben ~A

and Coles 1973) , in which the ground state as well as the >t

excited state are broadened because of their finite life- n

time. Both configurational models account for the discre- •$

pancies found in intermediate valence compounds between ,if

XPS and Moessbauer measurements, so that it is not possible jj

to decide from this which one is the best. ||

However, form the formula for the susceptibility in •§

the interconfigurational fluctuations model (Sales 1977) 'j

in which at very low temperatures a linear term appears, £

follows a constant heat capacity and thus a non zero i

entropy at T = 0, in contradiction with the third law of
•i
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thermodynamics.

At this moment, it seems to us that the best descrip-

tion of the YbCuftl groundstate is that where a narrou

resonance gives rise to high Fermi density of states and

consequently a large y. and to a large cubic term in the

heat capacity.

- For an extensive discussion of all the properties in

the YbCuAl system, ue refer to the thesis of Mattens '--_-

(1980).

I;
'.-.£
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APPENDIX

J A. Calculation of the magnetization of Ce^+ ions in a

!• cubic crystalline electric field.

Starting uith the 3 = 5/2 multiplet and neglecting

higher multiplets, ue have calculated the energy levels

and the magnetization of Ce + ions in a cubic crystal

field up to magnetic fields of 40 T in the three main

\ directions <1QQ>, <11Q> and <111>. The crystal field and

•'; the magnetic field B are taken as a perturbation on the

3 = 5/2 multiplet.

The crystal field cubic potential operators used, uere

taken from Hutchings (1964) and are given together uith

the magnetic field term,

for B along the <1QO> axis as

(A.I)
for B along the <110> axis as

W ^ BB3z (A.2)

and for B along the <111> axis as

+^ ] -9^ B B3 z (A. 3) . | |

•- '. ih-

In the case of cerium ui th 3 = 5/2, uhere a l l sixth order "j. . f

terms vanish, ue only have B. as a parameter; Bg can be ?, " I1

set zero. ^ f:
Therefore ue only give the fourth order terms: h
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= 353* - 303(3+l)32. + 253* - 63(3+1) + 332(3+l)2

f.-

I"
-V'

I

fl4 = h (732

3+ +

- 3(3+1) -5)(32

- 3(3+1) -

3 + 33) + M 3 + •

A i
J J •

+ 32) + (:

5)]

(A.4)

j j + 32)(732

(A,5)

(ft.6)

(A.7)

Without magnetic field the crystal field splits the

3 = 5/2 manifold in a

an energy distance A

according to

= 36D|B4I

quartet and a H-, doublet, with

uhich can be determined from B,

(ft.8)

(from Lea et al. 1962). If B^ is positive, then the

doublet lies louest; with negative B. the quartet is

the louest level.

The zero magnetic field levels are given by

r0: 0.9129 1+5/2 > + 0.4083 1-3/2 >

1+1/2>

1-1/2 >

0.9129 |-5/2> + 0.4083 |+3/2>

T?: 0.4083 |-5/2> - 0.9129 |+3/2>

0.4083 1+5/2 > - 0.9129 |-3/2> (A.9)

In a magnetic field the degeneracy of l~7 and !"„ is

removed. In fig. A-l and A-2 the energy levels are shown

as a function of the magnetic field for A^ff = 40 K,

with B along the <100> and <111> axis, respectively,

uhile B 4>0 (doublet louest).

i
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Fig. A-l.
Energy levels for
magnetic field.

Fig. A-2,
ions as a function of the

In fig. A--3, A-4 and A-5 magnetization curves are

given for the three principal directions, with different

values gf .Aprr at T = 1.2 K, in figure A-6 magnetization

curves for Ac£p = 60 K at T = 1.2 K and T = 4.2 K are

given to shgy the effect of temperature and anisotropy.

All these curves are calculated with B, > 0.

The magnetizations at T = 1.2 K for B^< 0 - the quartet

being the lgyest level - are given for tuo directions

in fig, ft^7,

15-

Fig. A-3. Mag-
netization of
Ce3+ as a
function of
magnetic field
for different
crystal field
splittings

I



Fig. A-4. Magnetization of Ce^+ ions as a function
of magnetic field for different crystal field split-
tings AQEJT, for B along the <110> axis.

Sis .e£

I
i

20
Fig. A-5. Maoletization of Ce^+ ions as a func.tiqn
of magnetic r'ield, for 9 along the <111> axis.
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Fig. A-6. Magnetization of Ce3+ as a function of
magnetic field.

0 20 40
Fig. A-7. Magnetization of Ce^+ as a function of
magnetic field, for B^< 0.
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SUMMARY

Ue describe investigations on a number of cerium- and

ytterbium-based intermetallic compounds and alloys,

yielding a lot of experimental results uhich could not

aluays be put in a quantitative picture.

All experimental data are consistent uith a single-

ion behaviour, uhere the 4f state is more or less modified

by the conduction electrons. In the investigated systems

several different features of the magnetism of cerium

atoms in metals were studied.

In the Ce^_xThx system the transition from an inter-

mediate valence to a trivalent state takes place as a

function of temperature; for high cerium concentrations

the transition is first order, whereas for more thorium-

rich alloys it is gradual. The enhancement factor D

between the coefficient of the linear term in the heat

capacity and the constant lou temperature susceptibility

is constant as a function of x. This leads us to the

conclusion that in this system intra-atomic interactions

are responsible for this enhancement.

The CeInxSn3_x system shous a transition from inter-

mediate valence via Kondo effects to a magnetically

ordered state as a function of x. The behaviour is

explained in terms of environment effects: the number of

indium neighbours determines the cerium properties. The

critical concentration x = 1.1 has a very large linear

heat capacity uith y = 259 mD/K^mol Ce.

Simple dilution effects are found for Cej__xLaxIn3. The

resistivity behaviour is consistent uith the theory of

Cornut and Coqblin (1972) for interplaying crystal field

effects and Kondo effects.

In CeTlg the cerium atoms are trivalent. Ue found that

in this compound the exchange interactions depend strongly
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upon the occupation of the crystal field levels: the

lowest lying l~7 doublet and the H, quartet at about 60 K.

The results on Yb, YvCuAl indicate again single-ion

effects and yield a very high linear term y. for x = 0

as aluays found in intermediate valence compounds:

*Y = 255 m3/K2mol Yb,
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt een onderzoek aan een aantal

intermetallische verbindingen en legeringen van cerium

en ytterbium beschreven. Het leverde een grote hoeveelheid

experimentele gegevens op die niet altijd in een kwantita-

tief beeld gevat konden worden.

Alle experimentele gegevens zijn in overeenstemming

met een éln-ion model, waarin de 4f-toestand min of meer

beïnvloed is door de geleidingselektronen. In de onder-

zochte systemen werd een aantal verschillende kanten van

het magnetisme van cerium atomen in metalen bestudeerd.

In het Ce, Th systeem vindt een overgang plaats van

een intermediair valente naar een driewaardige toestand

als funktie van de temperatuur; voor hoge cerium concen-

traties is dit een eerste orde fase-overgang, terwijl de

overgang geleidelijk is voor thoriumrijkere legeringen.

De enhancement factor D tussen de coefficient van de

lineaire term in de soortelijke warmte capaciteit en de

konstante läge temperatuur susceptibiliteit is konstant

als funktie van x. Dit leidt tot de konklusie dat in dit

systeem intra-atomaire wisselwerkingen verantwoordelijk

zijn voor de verhoging van de susceptibiliteit.

In hBt Celn Sn™ systeem vinden we een overgang van
X J™ X

intermediaire valentie via Kondo effekt naar een magnetisch

geordende toestand als funktie van x. Het gedrag van

Celn Sn™ wordt verklaard met behulp van omringings-

effekten: het aantal indium buren bepaalt de eigenschappen

van het cerium. De kritische concentratie x ± 1.1 heeft

een grote lineaire soortelijke warmte capaciteit met

y = 259 mD/K2mol Ce.

Eenvoudige verdunningseffekten worden in Ce, La In,
J.—X X u

gevonden. Het gedrag van de weerstand is in overeenstem-

ming met de theorie van Cornut en Coqblin (1972) voor

. ?
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tegelijkertijd optredende kristalveld effekten en Kondo

effekten.

In CeTl, zijn de cerium atomen drieuaardig. Ue vonden

dat in deze verbinding de exchange wisselwerkingen sterk

afhangen van de bezetting van de kristalveld niveaus:

het laagst liggende T? doublet en het PR kwartet, daar

ongeveer 60 K boven.

De resultaten van de metingen aan Yb, Y CuAl laten
A "* A A

uaer lln-ion effekten zien en leveren een hoge term y

voor x = Q, ni. Y s 255 m3/K2mol Yb,

P
Si

I
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